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GENERAL (IVERVIEW

Fundamentals of Bicycle 0peration

Bicyclists can and are expected to oPerate on all sueets,

roadways, and highways, except those highways upon

which they are legally prohibited. Current U.S. Depart-

ment of Tiansportation policy states bicycling should be

given the same prioriry as other modes of ffansportation,

and accommodations for bicyclists should be incorporated

into transportation projects.l Bicyclists also use ofF-street

facilities, such as shared-use paths and trails, to supplement

rlle mobiliry offered by the roadway system.

Bicyclists are not "wheeled pedestrians." Although human-

powered, the operating characteristics of bicycles have much

more in common with other vehicles than with pedestrians.

Even at low speeds, bicyclists cannot turn and stop instantly,

but have defined turning radii and stopping distances in-

cluded in design guidelines listed elsewhere in this chapter.

Terminology

Care should be taken to use correct terms when referring to

qypes of bicycle facilities. It is common for rnembers of the

public and some professionals, including journalists, ro refer

to all birycle facilities as "bike paths" or "bike lanes" even

though the former refers to separated, two-way, shared-use

pathways, and the lamer refers to one-way facilities within

the roadway. Such mislabeling can confuse members of the

transportation communiry and the general public, and could

possibly cause the recommendadon or development of an

incorrect type offaciliry. fu shown inThble 14-1, "Bikeway''

is the preferred generic term for any on- or ofF-street bicycle

travelway, whether for exclusive or shared use'

this Handbooh :uses the following terms in Table 14'l for

bicycle facilities:

In some parts of the United States, the term "trail" (as in

"bike trail" or "hike and bike trail") is used to describe a

shared-used path. However, the term "trail" is often associ-

ated with non-engineered and unimproved facilities, such

as narrow and steep mountain bike trails in mountains or

outdoor areas. The term trail should not be used to define or

describe a facility that can be better defined using a standard

term as noted in Thble 14- 1 .

lmportance ol Unilorm Traffic Control

Regardless of the mode of travel, uniformity of traffic con-

trol is one of the basic principles of efficient traffic opera-

tion. Providing uniform and consistent traffic control for

all users, whether motorized or non-motoriznd, enhances

smooth traffic operation on roads, paths, and other trans-

portation facilities. This commitment to uniformity is a

guiding vision for the Manual on Uniform Tiafi.c Control

Deuices (MUTCD), and Part 9 of the 2009 MUTCD en-

sures bicyclists are treated in a manner befitting their status

as operators of vehicles.
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SOURCE: John Ciccarelli.

Agencies have occasionally installed nonstandard signing on

bikeways in a desire to give a unique or distinctive look to their
facilities. This can create problems and confrxion for road and

path users ifthe signs are poorly designed, use unusual type-

faces or layouts, or ifthe sign panels use $hapes or colors that
make it difficult for bicyclists to discern at a glance that the

signs are official tramc control devices (TCDs) that apply to
them. The use of nonstandard signing may also create serious

problems if important regulatory and warning signs are not
immediately recognizable, such as if the sign is placed in a

decorative or geometric housing or border that obscures or
disguises the sign's shape. The use of uniform signs, markings,

and other devices as defined in Part 9 of the 2009 MUTCD
can reduce confusion, reduce installation and maintenance

costs, and increase safety and conyenience for all users.

Local policies, standards, and guidelines should be devel-

oped and revised so as to comply with the MUTCD and

reco gnized b icycle facility desi gn references.

Advantages of Bicycle Facilities

Bicycle facilities are one of many ways to improve bicycle

safety, access, mobility, and convenience. Bicycle facilities
can assist in accommodating bicycle and motor vehicle
traf[c on roadways, or complement the roadway system to
provide addidonal transportadon opportunities. The cre-

ation of a network of interlinked facilities can encourage

bicycling by creating a continuous guided route to desti-

nations within an urban area, or from city to city, 'Where

rivers, non-connecting sffeets, or other barriers to bicycle
travel exist, facilities such as paths can close gaps and pro-
vide shorter travel times and disrances for bicyclists. OF
street pathways on independent corridors can provide new
recreational opportunitie$ and transportation roures.

The provision and development of birycle facilities have

been cited as one feature that could encourage bicycle use

by persons interested in riding, bur nor confident enough to
share many roadways otherwise useful for bicycling. Some

reports and studies have supported this in noting increased

ridership and bicycle-mode share on roadways after facil!
ties are installed. However, providing an inappropriate or
poorly designed or coRstructed facility can creare problems,

as noted in the following secdon.

Limitations ol Bicycle Facilities

Bicycle facilities do have lirnitations dlat may not be read-
ily apparent. Most bicyclists a.re currendy served, and will
be served in the future, by the same roadway system that
serves other users. Bicycle-specific facilities will never serve

bicyclists' every possible destination or need.

Bicycle facilities are somedrnes viewed by other road us-

ers as being the only legal or legitimate location for birycle
travel, Laws or ordinances that require a ryclist (with few
exceptions) to use a bicycle facility where available may con-
tribute to this misperception. This (auses problems for bi-
cyclists who choose not ro use designared facilities (due to

TABLE 14-1. Bicycle Facility Terminology

Bicycle Facility Generic term for any transportation improvement for bicycling, including bikeway but also
destination improvements such as bicycle parking

Bikeway Generic term for any on' or off-street travelway specifically designated for bicycle travel

Shared-Use Path, Shared-Use Pathway Travelway for non-motorized traffic, typically two-way, aligned on an independent right-of-
way or separated from the roadway by a landscape buffer or physical barrier

Bicycle Lane, Bike Lane Preferential lane for one-way bicycle travel on iho roadway in the same direction as
motor traffic on that side of the road

Buffered Bicycle Lane, Buffered Bike Lane Bicycle lane separated from adjacent travel lane by a *triped or delineated area

Bicycle Boulevard A type of shared roadway specifically enhanced for bicycle travel

Shared Lane Roadway lane shared by all wheeled travel modes including bicycles

Shared Roadway Roadway shared by all wheeled travel modes including bicycles
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operational or safetF concerns), or to make turns or access

destinations not served by the facility'

Bicyclists should not be legally compelled to use paths or

bike lan.s when provided, any more than carpools should be

restricted to ."rpool lanes, or buses to bus lanes' The Uni-

form Vehicle Coae (WC) contains no requirement biry-

clists be restricted to facilities when they exist. It is highly

recommended state and local laws be reviewed and updated

ro be consistent with the WC in this regard' so as not to

place undue burdens on safe bicycle operadon'

Poorly designed birycle facilities can actually be counterpro-

ductive to bicycle safetY bY:

. placing users where conflicts with other traffic may not

be expected;

. encouraging unsafe or unlawful behavior such as riding

against the flow of traffic; and

. failingto properlyaddres tlievehicular nature ofbig'cle uavel'

0esign References

The most notable and repucable design reference for bi-

rycle facilities in the U.S. is the Guid'efor the Deueloprnent of

Alryrl, Facilities, published by the American Association of

State Highw^y indtansportation Officials (AASHTO)'

This document contains planning, design' maintenance'

and operations information for bikeways' roadways' and

other'facilities used by bicyclists' AASHTO is expected to

publish a revised edidon of this guideia2012'

Several states and cities have also adopted birycle transPor-

tation plans, design guides, and faciliry development manu-

a1s. Contact your st; d"epartment of transportation or local

transporation agency for more information'

Recently, the National Association of Ciry Tiansportation

Officials (NACTO) has publishedan urban Bikeway Desr'gn

Guide onthe NACTO website'2 Several of the traffic control

dwice treatments included in the NACTO document are

approved for use in the MUTCD, but some treatments in

,t. NeCfO Guid,e atestill considered experimental as of the

writing of this Hand'book, and use of those treatments will

,.q.rirJ approval by the Federal Highway Administration

GHVrA) in accordance with Section 1A'10 of the 2009

MUTCD' Practitioners consulting the NACTO Guidc

should also review the MUTCD to determine whetherTCDs

in the proposed treatrnent are included in the MUTCD

at the tir* th. treatrnent's implementation is intended'

and should also review other established design references'

such as the AASHTO Gui'fu, to determine if these other

references contain information that might affect the decision

to select a specific treatrnent' At the time of publication of

this Handbiob, FH'WA rnaintains a website that provides the

current MUTCD status of various treatments'3

Note that if there is a discrepanry between the current

MUTCD and a birycle faciliry design guide (including this

one, in fact), the standards or guidance in the MUTCD su-

persede the direction or content in the design guide' No

d.rign guideline has the authorily to overrule the MUTCD

in d".n,iirrg standards arrd guidance for-TCDs on bikeways

and other?acilities open to public travel'

Bicyele Crash TYPes

Studies have estimated that 70 percent or more of all bi-

cycle crashes do not involve a motor vehicle'a Other studies

(r,r. ,ro..d single-bicyclist falls comprise about half of all

birycle .r"rh.ri This emphasizes the importance of pro-

viding a smooth and unobstructed area for bicycle travel

*h.rr".u., pracdcal. Figure 14-1 presents a breakdown of

total reported birycle ir"'htt by typt' with bicycle-motor

vehicle crashes broken down by sub-type'

FIGURE 14-1. Types of Bicycle Crashes as a

Percentage of Total Reported Crashes

SOURCE: Richard Moeur, FH\flA Reports Bicyck Crash'lypes: A 19,9():

1r7o-r*ru;orrt Guide ancl Injuries to Bic4clists & Pedestrians-An Attahlt:

of EmergencY De?artment Dtfia'
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Of the remaining percentage of bicycle crashes that involve a

motor vehicle, between 50 and 70 percent occur at intersec-

tions or driveways.6 Accommodating bicyclists in a manner

consistent with other vehicular trafEc can reduce the poten-

tial for crashes, since this fits well with the expectarions and

behaviors ofother road users. This can be achieved through

the use of on-street facilities such as shared roadways and bike

lanes, and by not channelizing biryclists onto sidewalks or

into unexpected or inappropriate locadons at intersections.

Of pardcular note is that overtaking-rype collisions com-

prise a relatively small percentage of motor vehicle-bicycle

collisions, and an even smaller percentage (approximately 3

percent) of total birycle crashes. Yet there is a widespread per-

ception that overtaking-type crashes are the primary threat to

biryclism due to the high frequency of overtaking maneuvers

by motorists passing slower biryclists, and the perception of
a fast object approaching from a difficult-to-see direction for

the bicyclist being a greater drreat than other more-visible po-

tential conflicts. It is very important for transportation pro-

fessionals to recognize that in most circumstances the relative

risk of overtaking-type crashes is small compared to the risk

of crashes at intersections and driveways. A1so, many popular

proposals to reduce the chance ofovenaking crashes, such as

rhe use of parallel sidepaths, can gready increase crash risla

at intersections and driveways (see the section of this chapter

dealing with "Problems with Adjacent Separated Paths"). It
should be noted overtaking-type crashes do make up a dis-

proportionately high percentage of fatal motor Yehicle-birycle

crashes, especially in rural areas. However, such crashes fre-

quendy involve bicyclists with insufficient or no rear lighting

or reflectorization, or involve impaired drivers or biryclists.

In recent years, there has been a much greater awareness of
the ryclist crash risk posed by suddenly opened driver-side

vehicle doors. Historically, these crashes were not recorded in

agency databases, since they did not involve a motor vehicle

in transit. In addition, bicyclist education materials published

in previous decades made the assumption a biryclist could see

and avoid an opening door at normal travel speeds. However,

analyses of"dooring" crashes indicate a door can open into a

bicyclists pa*r much faster than the bicyclist can react (typi-

cally in less than one-half second). There have been reports

from some U.S. cities that these collisions cornprise a rela'

tively high percentage of injury crashes, with several fatalities

reported. A later section of this chapter describes pavement

marking treatments that can reduce the risk of these typCI of

crashes by channelizing Lricvclists arvav from the "door zone,"

i.e., the area occupied by the opening vehicle door.

FH\7A and the National l-Iiglrrvav Traffic Safety Admin-
istration (NHTSA) have developed a Pedestrian and Bi-

cycle Crash Analysis fbol,' rvhich can be used to analyze

reported bicycle-motor vchicle crashes to develop reports

ancl recommended countermeasures. Contact FH\X/A for
more information.

Legal lssues

Since before the invention of the automobile, courts have

recognized bicyclists havc the right to use public roads

and highways in reasonable safeq,, and that operating

agencies or,ve bicyclists due care in c'lesigning. operating.

and mainraining all roadways not specifically prohibited

to bicycle travel.

The tNC, which has historically served as the nationally

recommended model for state tra{fic laws, and a number of
state vehicle codes, specifically defines bicyclists as vehicles.

Other states, althor.rgh the,u- mav not specifically de6ne bi-

cyclists as vehicles, recognize bicyclists have the same rights

and responsibilities as other vehicle operators.

Bicycie facilities, whatever tire rype, should not encoutage

bicyclists to operate in a nrantrer inccinsistent with standard

traItrc laws and tralfic flolr,, rrs this will iikely result in opera-

tional and safety problefils at the locations where this oc-

curs, and can encourage and reinforce behavior types linked

ro significandy increased risk ofconflicts and crashes.

Unfbrrunately, some members of rhe public see bicyclists

as "pedestrians on r,vheels," and believe pedestrian-oriented

rules and laws should applv to Lricyclists. One very notable

example is the persistenr belief lricyclists should ride on the

left-hand side of the roadr.v..Ly, aga.inst the flow of traffic, in

a manner similar to pedesrrians on roadways without side-

walks or shoulders. This bchaviot' is associated with greatly

elevated risk of many comlnon crashes, and tralfic control

devices may be employed to try to change this behavior (see

details elsewhere in this chaprer).

Bikeways and Liability. Federral ar-rd state iaws, regula-

rions, and policies enceurage the develnpment and estab-

Iishment of biker,vays. Florvever, a recurring concern of
agencies and landowners is how the designation of a bi-
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cycle faciliry might affect the liabiliry or risk management

exposure of the faciliry oPerator'

Immuniry and exposure to tort liabiliry for public agencies

and public and private landowners can vary gready from

state to state.s Some agencies have strong immuniry under

tort claims and recreational use laws in their state' It should

be noted recreational use statutes can apply to facilities used

by non-recreational traffic, such as a pathway used by com-

muting bicyclists. In addition, some states have statutory

caps on damage claims made against public agencies' How-

ever, in other states, Iaws and legal precedents can create a

legal climate where agencies face limited or no immunity

for decisions or actions' and unlimited exposure to claims'

Some decisions made by agencies in the course of their duties

are considered discretionary, and may be exemPt from tort

claims. Examples may include a decision to designate a travel

way as a bikeway, or to install or remove signs, markings, and

other dwices in accordancewith the MUTCD and local poli-

cies. Documentation of discretionary decisions noting how

agencf discretion was exercised may be advisable in helping

a.f."a against future claims' Other agency actions are classi

fied as operational and ministerial, and might not be covered

by immunity. Examples may include maintenance of existing

installed signs, markings, and other devices'

Many claims by bicyclism against agencies or landowners

arise out of allegations the agency or landowner had no-

tice of a hazardous condition and failed to either correct

the condition or provide adequate warning of it' Biryclists

are more susceptible than other road users to some road-

way surface conditions, such as open gaps or slots in drain-

age grates, longitudinal cracks in the pavement surface' or

"'"*" p^rr.-..ra edges. In some states, courts have held

agencies liable for such hazards; but in other states agen-

.L, h",0. maintained immunity on the basis of tort claim or

recreational use statutes. Note designation of the faciliry as a

bikeway may have little bearing on claims of this type, as an

agency may be responsible for these conditions on all road-

Jry, *td pathways open to bicycle travel' A recent research

digest published by the Tlansportation Research Board on

,hl, ,opi.' notes an extremely low incidence of reported cas-

es where a tort claim was filed based on whether an agency

designated a particular faciliry as a bikeway'

An agency can reduce its liability exPosure by creating a

p.ogo- of documenting road and path surface conditions

and maintenance actiYities, and by proacdvely addressing

damaged or missing traffic control devices or roadway or

pathway surface imPerfections.

Bicycle Facility Type and Roadway Traffic

The speed and volume of motor vehicle traffic can be im-

porrrrt factors in selecting what rype of bicycle faciliqy to

i.rrtall in a specific locadon, but judgment should be used in

determining what weight should be given to these factors'

In general, bicyclists prefer to operate near slower rather

th"i f*rt., trafic, and prefer to ride on facilities with lower

traffic volumes. But often times, the desdnations bicyclists

want to reach are most accessible from higher-volume or

higher-speed roadways. Also, some high-speed and high-

,olr.rrrr. ,o"d**y, can provide a high quality of service to

bicyclists, especially if a shoulder or other added roadway

wiith is provided. Tha,ffic volume and speed should not be

used as justifications for not providing bicyclist accommo-

dation along a roadwaY.

At the time of this writing, there has not been a large amount

of robust or detailed research in regard to the rypes of bicycle

accommodations on roadways best suited to various traffic

speed and volume conditions in the United States' Some

guid.elines and aggregations of local practice have been pub-

lirh.d, but these are not based on observed research data' but

on conjecture and rule of thumb' There is also a tension in

setting guidelines between minimizing crash rates or creat-

irrg p.r.eiv.d comfort for biryclists, with optimizing one goal

pouiUry working against anothet e'g', a separate sidepath

may be perceived as most comfortable by less-confident bi
.y"iirrr, L,r, -ry have very high crash rates at intersections'lo

There are a variery of design guidelines developed outside

the United States that use traffic volume and speed as pri-

mary determinants in the selection of facility rype' Caution

should be exercised in the use of non-U'S' design guidance'

because driver behavior and condition, roadway characteris-

tics, and traffic laws and regulations are typically significant-

ly different than in the U.S. For example, some European

j.sign guides call for the installation of segregated pathways

*h.r, ti"ffi. volumes and speeds exceed certain values' In

the U.S., such paths can be problematic at intersections' and

can actually increase crash frequenry due to differences in

ingrained scanning and operating behavior at intersections

between European and U.S. drivers'
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TABLE 14-2. Bicycle Facility Type by Roadway Speed, Volume, and Claseification (U"$, Practice)

Motor vehicle speeds

Freeways & ExpresswaysLow High

Traffic volumes

Low Shared roadway Shared roadway
Shoulders

Shoulders

High Shared roadway
Bike lanes

Shoulders
Bike lanes

Shoulders
Separate path

SOURCE: fuchard Moeur.

Characteristics of Bieyclists

Physical Parameters. There are many different types of
non-motorized wheeled conveyances encompassed by the

operational and legal definition of "bicycle."l' These in-
clude, but are not limited to:

. conYentional birycles;

. tandem and multiple-rider bicycles;

. adult tricycles;

. recumbent bicycles and tricycles;

. hand-powered cycles; and

. bicycles with trailers (either one-wheeled or wo-wheeled).

A typical bicycle and its rider have a total physical width
of about 30 inches (750 mm). However, due to the need

for bicyclists to adjust their ravel paths to remain balanced

and to avoid obstructions, additional width is needed for

effective operation. Recent design guidance recommends a

minimum operating width of 4 ft. (1.2 m) in each direc-

tion for bicyclists,t2 which will provide minimal adequate

width for use by most tricycles and trailers. The recom-

mended width for single-lane birycle facilities is least 5 ft.
(1.5 m) in each direction, to allow for lateral moyement

to avoid obstructions. If there is a curb, barrier, or other

fixed object bordering or immediately adjacent to the bike-

way, bicyclists will rypically adjust their travel path to place

some "shy distance" bemveen their vehicle and the fixed

object, and additional width may be useful or needed to

accommodate this shift in travel location.

The height of biryclists varies with age, stature, and bicycle

rype. A minimum clearance of 8 ft. \2.4 m) should provide

clearance for all reasonably foreseeable bicycle users, and

will provide adequate clearance for rypically used mainte-

nance vehicles. This minimum clearance is also refected in
Figure 98-1 of the 2009 N{UTCD.

Operating and Design Speed. Tvpical operating speeds for
bicyclists can vary significantlv fu'om a 15th percentile speed

of 8 mph (13 km/h) for hand-cyclists to an B5th percerl-

tile speed of 1B mpl-r (29 kni/h) for rer:umbent bicyclists on

level terrain.tr Bicycle fhciliries may c;ccasionally be used by

electric-assist bicycles that can operate at speeds near 18 to

20 mph (29 to 32 km/h) ft>r extended periods. If not pro-

hibited (and enforced), bicycle fhcillries may also be used by

motorized bic1cles or mopeds capable of speeds of 25 mph
(40 kmlh). However, mos^t design guides recommend using

18 to 20 mph (29 to 32 km/h) as a guideline for design

speed on level terrain, with higher c{esign speeds up to 30

mph (50 km/h) used on dc,scending grades.

Turning and Stopping. As noted earlier, bicycies, Iike any

other wheeled vehicle, have rurning radii and stopping dis-

tances that are dependent on operating speeds. The most re-

cent edition of rhe AASH'I"O Guide for the Deuelopmenr of
Bicycle Facilirles conrains formuias and nomographs for deter-

mining rurning and stopping distances for rypical bicyclists.

Trip glassification

Bicvcling trip purposes are as variecl as bicycling itself. In
general, and fbr the sake of rhis chapter, bicycle trips can

be ciassified into two majr:r rypes! recreational and for
transportation.

Recreational trips can be lrroadly defined as riding for plea-

sure. The destination may be important, but it is not the

primary objective. Exercisc. touring, and fun rides with
family and friends all fail under this category. Recreational

bicycling is done on all wp*s of facilities, but some faciliries,
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such as shared-use paths in parks and along waterways, see

much of their rider volume due to recreational trips.

Tlansportation or utility birycling is defined as that serving

specific destinations; e.g., trips to work, school, stor€s, offices,

etc. The destination could even be of a recreational nature

(e.g., sporting, entertainment, etc.), but in these cases the bi-

cyclist simply seeks to use the bicycle as a means to get to the

recreational activity, not necessarily as recreation itself' The

primary objective of these trips is to reach a destination quick-

ly with minimum effort, with few interruptions, and without

unnecessary detours or delays. Major streets frequendy offer

the best service in terms of minimum distances or delays,

but may be intimidating to less-experienced biryclists if wide

shared lanes or bike lanes are not present.

These trip purposes do not necessarily define the personal

traits of the bicyclist, or the type of traffic control devices re-

quired. An understanding of the differences in biryclists' pur-

poses for riding can be an important element in designing a

network of facilities that is responsive to the needs of users'

Traffic gontrol Deviees vs. Education

Bicycle facilities are expected to accommodate a wide as-

sortment of users of different ages, skills, and education

levels. In an ideal world, it would be wonderful to have

a uniform set of biryclists fully trained and skilled in op-

erating on a wide variety of facilities. \7e must recognize,

though, that many of the biryclists currendy using our

transportation nerwork are not uniformly well trained, nor

are they always comfortable in using the same facilities as

other road users. \7hile this may indeed describe the cur-

rent situation, this does not mean we should assume all

users will never be trained, or give up on the considerable

benefits of education.

Bicycle facilities cannot compensate for lack of proper bi-

cyclist education, or somehow grant an inexperienced rider

the set of knowledge and skills needed for safe oPeradon on

uansportation facilities.

Biryclist education programs, such as the Smart Cycling pro-

gram of the feague of American Biryclistsla and the Cycling

Sawy education program,ls have proven effective in reducing

crash and conflict rates. These programs teach youth and adult

bicyclists the principles of vehicular operation and proper

techniques for birycling in the presence of other traffic. Some

of these programs also have motorist education modules, to

inform and make motorists aware of the presence, rights, and

responsibilities of both motorists and biryclists.

A reduction in crash rates is also correlated with increased

experience.16 However, this is not a satisfactory substitute for

instructional programs, given that many biryclists may con-

tinue unsafe riding patterns in the absence of proper instruc-

tion, or may not ride enough to gain the necessary experience.

Enforcement of traffic laws is also a very important part of
bicycle safety. Bicyclists who violate traffic laws by riding

against traffic and disobeying STOP signs, signals, and other

TCDs comprise a high percentage of total motor vehicle-

bicycle crashes.tT This is not surprising, since such right-of-

way violations place bicyclists at fat greatet risk from turn-

ing and crossing motor vehicle traffic' Also, motorists who

disobey traffic laws and traffic control devices endanger bi-

cyclists, and enforcement efforts should be targeted against

these violators as well.

Bicycle Parking

The provision of convenient and secure parking is an im-

portant element in encouraging bicycle travel. Surveys in-

dicate one of the greatest impediments to bicycle use for

work, shopping, and orher trips is the lack of usefirl park-

ing at these destinations.

Biryclists strongly prefer to park at or near the entry points to

their destinations, so it is advisable to provide parking at these

locations. Ifparking cannot be provided, t}ren Bicycle Parking

(D4-3) signs can be used to direct bicyclists from entry points

to designated or provided parking areas' Birycle Parking signs

can be combined with other guide signs if needed to provide

detailed information on parking and other amenities.

More informarion on providing secure and convenient bi-

cycle parking may be found in other references, such as the

Bicycb Parking Guidtlines published by the Association of
Pedestrian and Birycle Professionals.

SIGNING FtlR BICYCLISTS

Design lssues

Sign Effectiveness. This cannot be overly emphasizedt The

?resence of a si.gt't d.oes not ensure compliance with that sign.

There are countless examples of signs that were installed
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under the direcdon of capable and responsible profession-

als with the best of intentions, and conform fully with all

guidelines regarding size, shape, color, and placement-
and yet have no effect at all, or worse, create the impres-

sion condidons are improved when in fact they are not.

Practitioners should recognize there are situations where

signs, markings, and other devices may be ineffective or

counterproductive. These situations may include:

. using traffic control devices to ffy to change or counteract

ingrained and conditioned behavior.

Example: A STOP sign is installed on a pathway where

it crosses a local street with low rraffic volume and good

sight distance. Based on observed experience, nearly all

bicyclists using the path will scan for cross traffic, then

proceed without coming to a full stop. In these locations,

it would be more consistent with appropriate observed be-

havior to use a YIELD sign on the path. It may even be

appropriate to place YIELD control on the local street in

accordance with Section 98.03 of the 2009 MUTCD-
see the section of this chapter dealing with "Path Signing."

. using traffic control devices to direct road users to per-

form unexpected actions.

Example: A two-way separated path crosses a roadway im-
mediately ad.iacent to (or as part of) a roadway intersec-

tion. At these locations, experience has shown the likeli-
hood of serious conflicts between path users and turning
and crossing motor vehicle traffic. There may be consid-

€ration given to installing signs on the intersection ap-

proaches warning of these potential conflicts. However,

warning signs of this tFpe are very ineffective in inducing

drivers to look for potential conflicts from unexpected di-
rections-and, as noted above, can create the impression

that safery is ensured due to the presence of these con-

spicuous warning signs,

Letter, Numeral, and Symbol Size. All signs intended to

warn, regulate, or guide motor vehicle maffic and bicyclists

should conform to the design guidelines in Part 2 of the

2009 MUTCD. As previously noted in this chapter, 18

to 20 mph (29 to 32 kmlh) are rypical values used for de-

sign and operating speeds on bikeways in level terrain. The

majority of signs in Part 9 of the MUTCD designed and

directed specifically for bicyclist warning, guidance, and

regulation use a minimum letter height of 2 in. (50 mm),

which is one-third the height used on equivalent signs on

FIGURE 14-2. Example of Fraciions on a Bicycle
Guide Sign

SOURCE: Richarcl N{oeur.

conventional roadrva,vs, and corresponds roughly to the ra-

tio of maximum design speeds for rhese rypes of facilities.

If an agency is designing signs intended solely for bicyclists

and pedesrrians, 2 in. (50 mm) minimum letter heights are

strongly recommended to maintain legibility at typical bi-
c1'clist speeds. Larger text may be trsed for emphasis or for
increased legibiliry. Signs intended frrr bicyclists and motor
vehicle trafiic should use Lirger panels, text, and symbols in
accordance with Part 2 of dre 2009 N{UTCD.

Numerals used on signs on bikc.ways are q,pically the same

height as rhe corresponcling messagesi i.e., 2 in. (50 mm) for
birycle-specific signs. In rhe case of a distance to a destination

that is a fraction of a rvhole mile, it i.s rypically best to use a

fraction instead of a decirrurl mileagc, as the sma1l decimal

point could be missed in a glirnce reading of the sign. Numer-

als within fractions use the same height as the correspond-

ing message, but the total heiglrt of rhe fiaction, including

the solidus (slash), is 150 percent of-the height of the corre-

sponding message, as r:equired b1'Secrion 2A.13 of the 2009

MUTCD. It is inadvisablc to r:se srnaller numerals in the

fracrion in order to make dre total fraction height the same

height as the corresponding message text, as it greatly reduces

the iegibiliry distance of the fractional part of the sign mes-

sage. In signs with fractions, 50 percent larger whole numerals

may be used to match the height ol the fraction, and to keep

the fraction from looking dispioportionately large compared

to the entire distance message. (See Fi6;ure i4-2.)

Sign Layout. 'Whenever it is reasonably possible and appro-

priate, standard signs, as shown in the MUTCD, should be

used on all categories of }:ikeways. 'Ihis is especially impor-
tant for regulatory and rvarning signs. See the section of this

chapter dealing with "-lypes of Signing" for more details on

the use of these signs on bikeways.

Message texl height:2 lnch (50 mm)

Whoie numeral height: 3 inch (75 rimi io nratch fraction heioht

Fraciion he ghi: 3 ifch {75 mff,) ovelall height, 2 incir (50 mm) numerais
1o nratch message text
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If a situation does arise where a standard sign in the

MUTCD will not function eftectively, agencies may design

a special sign to suit the condition. However, any special

sign must conform to MUTCD standards and guidance on
sign color, layout, shape, and placement.

lffhen designing a special sign, remember these sign layout
guidelines:

. Bicyclists and other road users operate in an environment
where they do not have the ability to focus on a sign for a
long period of time. Signs should be designed to conyey
information quickly and accurately at a single glance.

. Keep legend to a minimum, but do not minimize legend

to the point where the sign message is unclear, cryptic, or
possibly misunderstood.

. Size the panel to the legend, maintaining appropriate
spacings between lines, beween symbols, dividers, and

other features, and from the legend to the outside border.

. V{hen parsing legends, remember it lakes longer to read

multiple lines than a single longer line, In some cases,

however, the shape of the sign panel may control dre pars-

ing and placement of sign legends.

. Be aware not all readers will understand and interpret a

sign in the same manner as the designer. Each road user

brings their own set of knowledge, understandings, as-

sumptions, and experience to the vehicle operation task,

and a sign message that seems intuitively obvious to the

designer may be interpreted in a complerely different
manner by others. It is a very good idea to either formally
or informally circulate sign design concepts to others for
review, especially to those who might have different back-

grounds and experiences than the designer.

. If a sign design becomes too complex for reading at a

single glance, consider splitting the message (if feasible)

onto multiple signs spaced at an appropriate distance, or
simplifying the message.

. If the sign contains non-critical information, such as sup-

plemenral information about an area or park hours, then

consider installing the sign at a location where biryclists are

likely to stop for a period of time, such as at a rurnout rhar

might have picnic tables or water fountains. Do not install
such signs on the main travel path of a birycle faciliry as

cyclists will either not read them or may stop in the traveled

way to read them, either of which can creare operational

problems and conflicts. Do not install these signs at or near

intersections, as they may distract from more-critical detec-

tion and navigation tasks, and may block sight lines.

On all qypes of signs, standard FH\X/A-approved symbols

should be used whenever possible, and these symbols should

be used only in the manner and context permitted by the

MUTCD. If for some reason no standard symbol wili work,

and a word legend will not work in lieu of a symbol, then

consult Section 1A.10 of the 2009 MUTCD for the steps to

follow in obtaining experimental approval from FHWA for
evaluating a nonstandard symbol.

If considering designing or using a nonstandard symbol for
experimental use in accordance with Section 1A. 10 of the

2009 MUTCD, the following guidelines are strongly rec-

ommended:r8

Operators of bicycles and motor vehicles are in an environ-

ment where many urgent tasks and pieces of informadon

are competing for their attention. Drivers are operating

complicated equipment, often at considerable speed, and

bicyclists must balance, steer, pedal, and navigate while pay-

ing atention to signs and other items in their surroundings.

Symbols (or groups of symbols) must be accurately de-

tected, interpreted, and understood at a single glance,

along with all other sign content.

A syrnbol should conyey a clear and unambiguous message.

Symbols (and other sign features such as text) should be

sized for adequate detection and reading time by the in-
tended road user. Symbols intended for motorized and

bicycle traffic should be large enough to be read at motor
vehicle speeds.

A symbol or pictograph should be simple, without detail
or embellishments that cannot be readily discerned by a

distracted moving observer; but should not be so abstract

it fails to be recognized or convey the intended message.

A symbol should be relevant to its context in the roadway

or pathway environment.

A symbol should be consistent with and function within
the existing sysrem of symbols used on U,S. signs.

Not all concepts can be accurateiy represented in a symbol

or set of symbols (at least not in a legible manner in a road-

way environmenr):

O

a
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FIGUHE 14-3. Example of Bicycle Wrong Way

Signing (Tucson, Arizona)

SOURCE: fuchard Moeur.

. Spatial orientation of elements on a sign panel affects com-

prehension-viewers will read meanings or messages into

how or where a syirnbol or symbols are placed on a sign, even

if such messages were not intended by the sign designer.

' A symbol or pictograph should be reviewed to verify unin-

tended messages are not sent by symbols or combinations

of symbols or designs, which could create a potentially con-

fixing or misleading message. For example, a pine tree in a

pictograph could be interpreted by some viewers as an arrow.

. ConspicuitF may assist in sign detection, but will likely not

have much effect on sign legibiliry. And some treatments

that increase conspicuity may actually decrease legibility by

disracting from more-critical elements on the sign.

Types of Signing

Bikeways, just like any other vehicular transportation fa-

ciliry use a variery of signs to convey important warning,

regulatory, and guidance messages' Each category encom-

passes different varieties of signs that convey specific in-

formation to bicyclists and other road and path users' For

example, guide signs include wayfinding, destination and

distance, route information and trailblazing, location refer-

ence, and otler rypes of informational signs.

Signs should be placed in a mannet that optimizes visibil-

iry and potential effectiveness. However, it is inadvisable

to mix different tvpes of signs-such as a regulatory and

a rvarning sign-on a sinsle post; this can result in con-

veying an ambiguous or confusing message, or not allow

adequate time for proper interpretation and response to

each sign message. Specific exceptiotrs are permitted where

appropriate rvhen a sign conrbination assists in provid-

ing useful information in conrext, such as placing a street

name sign above a S'|OP or YIll,D sign at an intersection.

It is also inadvisable to install too many signs on one post

or in one location fbr these same reasons.

RegulatorySigns. As notecl in the MLITCD, regulatory signs

inform road or path users of:selected traffic laws or reguladons

and indicate the applicability o[ an,'t, Iegal requirements. Reg-

ulatory signs should be insralled at or near where the regula-

tions appl1,, and should clerrrly indicate the requirements im-

posed by the regulations. I-ike any other sign, regulatory signs

should be designed and installed ro provide adequate visibiliry

and iegibiliw in order to oirtairr compliance.

In most cases, it is nor effective to post signs that simply

confirm general regulatiorrs, Such signing tends to increase

sign clutter and may result in tlore-critical signs being over-

looked. However, in situations rvhere road or path users may

be unaware of a law or regulatiot'r, and this lack of arvareness

may result in operational problems, it may be appropriate

ro place signs remindirrg r.:f the larv or rule. One example

is the BICYCLES M,\Y tlsll IrLJl.l. LANE (R4-11) sign,

discussed in greater derail elsewl,ere in this chapter.

In locations where wrong-way biryc1e travel is a problem,

Bicycle \flRONG \fAY (R5-1b) and zuDE \X/ITH TRAF-
FIC (R9-3cP) signs have been used. \7rong-way travel by

bicl'clists is a major cause of conflicts and collisions, and

should be discouraged at every opportuniry. These signs may

be mounted back-to-Lrack with other signs to minimize vis-

ibility to other traffic (see Figure 14-3).

More information on specific uses of-regulatory signs, such as

STOP or YIELD signs on pathrvays, may be found in the spe-

cific sections on those facilirv rypes elsewhere in this chapter.

'Warning Signs. If a bicycle fhciliry is designed and construct-

ed in accordance with recogtiized guidelines, with good sight

distance at intelsections, adequate width, and appropriate

geometric elernents, tlre neecl fbr in'arning signs is minimized.

But given constraints in right of tvay', alignment, intersection

locarion and sight distance, and road user conditioning and
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expectations, there may be situations where the use of warn-

ing signs may be appropriate. However, warning signs should

not be overused, such as installing warning signs at every in-

tersection along a bikeway. (See Figure 14-4.)

A1l warning signs used on birycle facilities should conform

to the specifications for color, shape, placement, and mount-

ing height in the MUTCD. Most warning signs on bikeways

should use a diamond-shaped panel, unless a different design

is specified (such as for a Large Arrow INfl-6] sign), or the

design of the sign makes it impractical to use a diamond-shape

panel. The color of warning signs for permanent' temporary'

pedestrian, and school conditions and locations should con-

form to Thble 2A-5 of the 2009 MUTCD.

Recommended advance placement distances for warning

signs on bikeways shared by motor vehicle traffic (such as a

shared roadway or bike lane) are given in Thble 2C-4 of the

2009 MUTCD. There is no table corresponding to Thble

2C-4 for advance placement distance for warning signs on

shared-use paths, so engineering judgment should be used

to determine the optimum location, taking into account de-

sign and operating speed, and adequate sight distance.

There are roadway conditions that can cause problems for

biryclists, such as diagonal railroad tracks or areas with sur-

faces that may provide poor traction for bicycle tires, such

as metal plates or grates. In these locations, a Bicycle Surface

Condition (\f8-10) sign should be used based on engineer-

ing judgment and other factors, such as analyses of crash

reports. A supplemental plaque describing the specific con-

dition may be used in conjunction with the \78-10 sign'

More information on the use of warning signs on specific

faciliry rypes may be found in the specific sections on those

facility types elsewhere in this chapter.

Guide and Information Signs. Dl series signs, either with

or without bicycle symbols, can be used independently on

paths to provide useful destination and guidance informa-

tion for bicyclists. These destinations may be local in nature,

including popular cultural or recreational sites such as parks,

trails, or museums, or provide guidance to more desirable

routes to employment or commercial destinations.

Other rypes of guide signs, such as traYeler services (D9 se-

ries) signs as seen in Chapter 2I of the 2009 MUTCD and

recreational and cultural interest (RS series) signs as seen

SOURCB fuchard Moeur.

in Chapter 2M in the 2009 MUTCD, may also be used to

provide guidance to services and activities along a bikeway.

A later section in this chaprcr contuns information on the

use of reference location (milepost) signs on shared-use paths.

Note t}re 2009 MUTCD now requires the use of mixed-case

(upper and lower case) lemering for all place names, street

names, and other desdnations on guide and information signs.

Wayfinding andTrailblazing. \flhen using any qype of sign

for guidance, it is important to provide the following infor-

mation at the appropriate locations:

. advance norice of a turn, change in alignment, or decision

point;

. directional guidance to relevant destinations;

' confirmation the selected route is correct; and

. reassurance the traveler is following the correct route to

the desired destination.

The use of wayfinding and guide signs with destination and

distance messages can significantly improve the ability of bi-

cyclists to navigate urban, suburban, and rural roadway and

pathway environments by providing useful information on

routing, travel distance, and destinations.

Note Figure 9B-4 of the 2009 MUTCD adds several new

types of guide signs for biryclists, among them:

FIGURE 14-4. Overu$e of Warning Signs
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FIGUHE 14-5, Example of Guide Signs on an

On-Street Bikeway

SOURCE: Richard Moeur.

. Bicvcle-specific Dl series destination and distance signs:

scaled-down versions of standard D 1 signs, with a birycie

s,vmbol added to clearly denote the information on the

sign is intended for biryclists. These are used in a man-

nel simiiar to D1 series signs in Figure 2D-7 ctf the 2009

MUTCD, with the abiliry to display up to three difrerent

directions and/or destinations on a single panel.

. D1i-lc routing signs: an adaptation of the long-estab-

lished D1i-1 sign, which takes the "content-challenged"

BIKE ROUTE message and replaces it with more specific

destination or route guidance.

. D11-1a, D11-2, D11-3, and D1 1-4 mode-specific guide

signs, which can be combined with other guide signs to

provide guidance information.

Figure i4-5 depicts these diflerenr rypes of signs as used as

guide and wayfinding signs fbr bicycle travel.

Ail of these types of signs cirn lre used to convey the foliow-
ing informationl

. directions and distances to destinations;

. trailblazing along a preferrcd bicycle route;

. guidance on hor,v to join or follow a rolrte that provides

an alternate route avoiding a Lrus,v highway or around a

geographic barrier'; or

. confirmation and reassurflnce to confirm a designated route

continues, such as on a deL,artr.tre from an intersection.

Bicycle-specific destinatiort and rvayfinding signs may op-

tionalli. include estimated travel times to destinations, in ad-

dition to listing the distances. When crlculating these times,

it may be a good practice to use a conservarive travel speed

such as 10 mph (16 kmih), and tahe inro account delays

induced by signalization or other {ictors. If including travel

times on a bicycle guicle sign, displal, dre travel time in a text
size similar to that u.sed for distrrncers, tvpically using a 2 in.
(50 mm) minimum lerter height.

Bicycle Route Signing. BIKE ROLITE (D11-1) signs are

the signs most frequentlv used to designate shared road-

ways as bikeways. Howeverr, these signs provide litde route

guidance information, other than to simply state the facil-
ity is a designated route ltrr bicycles. Dli-l signs should
not be used alone, but irr conjunction with bicycle-specific

Dl series guide signs as shorvn in Chapter 98 of the 2009
MUTCD. Figure 14-5 shou,s one example of the use of
D 1 1- 1 or D 1 series signs on an on-street bikeway, while Fig-

r-ire 9B-5 of the 2009 MtlTCD shorvs an example of bike
route signs for an olf-sreer bikew-a1'.

Designated/Numbered Routes. lr{umbered Local Bicycle

Roure (M1-B and M1-Ba) signs can be used ro establish a

system of numbered route$ on parhrvays or on-road facili-

ties. These signs may be used fiir popr"rlar touring rorrres, ro

identifi, routes in a svstefir o[ bikeivays in urban areas, or
to plovide a bypass or alternate route for a parallel high-

way sharing the same number. fhe M1-Ba rerains the shape,

color, and standard bike symbol and numerals of the M1-8,
but allows the inclusion of a distinctii,e local or regional pic-
tograpl-r at the top of the or,,r1. lv{5 and lv{6 series auxiliaries

in appropriare sizes should be used wirh M1-8, M1-8a, and
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FIGURE 14-6. Example of Numbered Bicycle

Route Signs

SOURCE: fuchard Moeur.

M1-9 signs as needed for trailblazing and route guidance'

Figure 14-6 shows an example of this rype of signing.

If developing a pictograph for use on an Ml-Ba, consult the

recommendations on symbol and pictograph design in the

section on "Design Issues" in this chapter.

The National Committee on Uniform Tiaffic Control Dwices

(NCUTCD) has submitted a formal proposal to FH-WAto re-

vise the desrgn of the M1-B and M1-Ba signs to eliminate the

oval layout in favor of a rectangular design witl the route desiS

nadon at t}re bottom of the sign panel, which shouid allow for

greater clarity and flexibiliry for state, regional, or local routes

while maintaining a generally uniform design and presentation'

FIGURE 14-7. Existing and Proposed Signs for

Numbered Bicycle Routes

SOURCE: fuchard Moeur.

However, undl the revised design is accepced into the, agen-

cies wandng to use this new design should follow the Process

defined for Interim Approval or experimentadon in Section

1,{10 of the 2009 MUTCD. Figure 14-7 shows the current

and proposed designs of the M1-8 a-nd Ml-Ba.

The U.S. Numbered Bicyde Route (M1-9) sign is the bi-

cycle facility counterpart to the U.S. Numbered Route (M1-

4) sign. It is similar to the U.S' Route sign in that its use

is administered by AASHTO, and is intended for use on

specifically numbered routes that extend for long distances

through two or more sates as identified in the AASHTO

U.S. Bicyclc Route Corrid.or Plan.te

The process for assigning a route number to a U'S' Bicycle

Route is similar to that used when establishing a U'S' num-

:tti,l:tl ,;,3.'i$: Iv14 cardinal dl.eclion auxilarv

'i'l- r "f rli
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bered highway route, and uses similar forms and procedures'

Note AASHTO will only accept U.S' Bicycle Route num-

bering requests from state departments of transportation'

and all affected states must submit their documentation in

a coordinated manner. Information regarding the proposed

route, including maps, termini, and pavement widths and

conditions should be noted on the application forms'

NCUTCD has also submitted a formal proposal to FH\fA to

revise the design of the M1-9 U.S. Bicycle Route sign to im-

prove its legibility and identifiabiliry as a national-levei route

sign, and to make it more consistent with other route signs'

Fio*.u., until the revised M1-9 design is accepted into the

MUTCD, agencies wanting to use this new design should

follow the process defined for Interim Approval or experi-

mentation in Section 14'10 of the 2009 MUTCD' Figure

14-7 shows the current and proposed designs of the M1-9'

Non-Numbered Routes. Agencies and organizations have

used designations other than numbers or letters to des-

ignate continuous routes. These usually take the form of

,yr,.*, of named routes, with names displayed on guide'

wayfinding, and trailblazing signs along each route in a

manner similar to numbered routes. These routes can be

Iocal or regional in nature, such as a City Circle tail' or

can extend through multiple states, such as the East Coast

Greenway. If this rype of system is used, it is advisable to

use a consistent presentation of the route name in a man-

ner that is clear and easy for travelers to follow, and does

not distract from guidance or other messages'

Other Sign Types. Other rypes of signs may be used on

birycle facilities, such as temPorary uaffic control signs'

Temporary traffic control on facilities shared with motor-

ized traffic should conform to Part 6 of the 2009 MUTCD'

On shared-use pathways, temporary traffic control should

conform to the general principles and concepts of Part 6

of the 2009 MUTCD' Although the MUTCD does not

include any bicycle-specific Typical Applications (TAs) at

this time, NCUTCD and FH\7A are developing TAs for

bikeway trafHc control for future MUTCD editions' In

the meantime, existing TAs found in Chapter 6H of the

2009 MUTCD can be adapted for pathway work zones'

For advance sign placement and tapers, a design speed of

20 mph (32 km/h) should be adequate for most expected

conditions; higher speeds may be considered for pathways

on downgrades.

Maintenance

Although signs, posts, and mounting systems are rypically

designed for long service lives, periodic maintenance may

stifl Le necessary. Signs are vulnerable to damage from graffi-

ti and vandalism, especially in urban areas or on low-volume

facilities. On pathways, signs are typically mounted closer

to the ground, which may make them more susceptible to

damage, vandalism, or greffiti. On pathways with lower user

volumes (day, night, or borh) or area$ that cannot be readily

seen from occupied areas, *tere may be a problem with sign

t}eft. Missing signs (especiallywarning signs) could place an

agenry in an adverse tort liabiliry siruation if a crash occurs at

that location. Given the sigirificant increase in raw commod-

ity prices in recent years, theft of reryclable metallic items

from lightly traveled or unaftended pathways has become a

nomble problem. Agencies c&n use non-recyclable sign panel

materials, such as wood or plastic/aluminum composite, to

reduce the scrap value of these signs, but these materials may

be more susceptible to vandalism or damage.

Signs for bicycle travel on roadways are rypically inspected

at the same frequency and maintained in the same man-

ner as other signs on that roadway" On pathways, it may be

advisable to set uP a regular pafiern of day and night sign

inspections to ensure all signs (and odrer devices) are pres-

ent, visible, and in good cr:ndition' If performing a night

inspection on a shared-u$e Path, it may be advisable to use

a birycle equipped with a headlight that meets the specifica-

tions listed in state law to verifr signs are adequately visible

under nighttime conditions'

The 2009 MUTCD now requires agencies to develop

management methods to ensure signs under their jurisdic-

tion maintain adeguate retroreflectiviry for the signs' ser-

vice life. See Section 2A.08 of the 2009 MUTCD for more

information. Although Secrion 2A. 0B specifi cally excludes

bikeway signs intended for exclusive use of bicyclists or

pedestrians from the minimum retroreflectiviry require-

ments, it still may be advisable for an agency to inspect,

maintain, and replace these signs as needed to minimize

life.cycle costs and lidgation risks,

MARKINGS F(lR BICYCI.I$T$

Pavement markings are employed ro reinforce and supple-

ment signing and to communicate with the road user'
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TABLE 14-3. Travel Areas Framework

Travel Area Description
Examples of bicycle'motor
vehicle conflicts

Marking example
(Bike Lanes)

vo
o
6

B1-Corner Corner immediately after

intersection

Motorists turning into corner
property driveways. Motorists
entering from cross street

Solid line begins, First bike lane

arrow and legend

B2-Mid-block Away from intersections Close passing Solid line

83-Transition Approaching intersection; users shift

laterally to line up for storage area

Crossing or weaving Optional dashed line(s)

B4-Storage Final approach. Users should have

completed lateral shifts
Through bicyclist staying too far

right risks right-turn cutoff ("hook")

by motorisi behind

lf right-turn-only lane, there may be

a through bike lane to its left. lf not

RTOL, dashed line

z
o
(J
IJJo
d,
IIJ

z

l1-Entry Entering intersection, before

through and right- turn movements

have diverged

"Right hook" of through bicyclist by

right-turning motorist
Optional dashed exiension line(s)

l2-Middle Within interseciion, after through/
right diverge, before cross street
right-turn overlap

Bicyclist turning left on a wide
arc may be at risk if there is a

simultaneous opposing left turn

Optional dashed extension line(s)

l3-Exiting Within intersection, where cross
street right turns overlap and some

through motorists are preparing to

turn into corner drivewaY

Motorist turning right from cross
street fails to yield to through
bicyclist

Optional dashed extension line(s)

SOURCE: John Ciccarelli.

Markings may be particularly effective for bicyclists, as they

are generally placed within the bicyclist's cone of vision'

'Travel Arcasn' Famework for Understanding Bikeway Markings

Most markings, including bikeway markings, are context-

specific. Some are applicable where no intersection is

nearby, others on approaches to intersections, still others

within intersections. To understand the rationale for and

piacement of bikeway markings, particularly longitudi-

nal markings, it is useful to think of roadway users Pass-

ing through seven sequential "travel areas" as they traverse

blocla and intersections. (Here "block" means a roadway

segment outside of an intersection, which in rural areas

may cover a considerable distance.)

The Tlavel Areas framework helps in understanding birycle-

motor vehicle conflicts and how bikeway marking practices

can help or hinder biryclists in avoiding or deterring these

conflicts. Table l4-3 defines the framework and uses Bike

Lane markings as an example of how one tFpe of bikeway

marking changes through sequential areas.

This framework will be referred to in subsequent discus-

sions of specific bikeway markings (e.g., section on Shared

Lane Markings).

Design lssues

In most cases, markings for bicycle facilities are similar to

markings for roadways and other transPortation facilities,

using the same colors, designs, and materials. One signifi-

cant difference is markings intended specifically to guide,

warn, or control bicycle traffic are scaled down in size from

comparable markings used for generd traffic control. For

example, word markings used on shared-use paths use the

same letterforms as standard markings, but scaled down 50

percent to 60 percent in keeping with the lower operating

speeds of bicyclists (and the often narrower travelways used

for bicycle facilitie$. A marking letter height of 44 to 48

in. (1.1 to 1.2 m) is typically used on shared-use paths and

bike lanes, and arrows are typically 50 percent of the stan-

dard roadway size in accordance with Section 9C.03 of the

2009 MUTCD. tansverse markings, such as stop lines,

should be at least B to t2 in' (200 to 300 mm) in width'
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Scaled-down versions of yield lines as defined in Secdon

3P..L6 of the 2009 MUTCD may be used on pathways

where appropriate. Symbols used on bike lanes and path-

ways are typically 6 ft. (1.8 m) in length, although smaller

symbols have occasionally been used in bike lanes where

clear pavement width is a concern.

Although bicycle-specific letter and symbol markings are

smaller than comparable symbols used on roadways, the need

for elongation to comPensate for viewing angles is still very

important, A bicyclist viewing a symbol from a distance will

see it at a low viewing angle wit-h respect to the Pavement

surface, similar to the view motorists get of roadway mark-

ings. To compensate for this, markings should be significantly

elongated in the direction of viewing so they exhibit "normal"

proportions when viewed by road or path users at a distance,

even if this results in the markings looking "stretched" from

directly above. Using non-elongated markings will result in

the markings looking compressed or non-readable at a dis-

tance, greatly reducing detection and reading time'

tffhen possible, use only standard FH\fA-approved symbols

for markings, and use them only in manners and contexts

permitted by the MUTCD. If for some reason no standard

symbol will work, and a word legend will not work in lieu of

a symbol, consult Section 1A.10 of the 2009 MUTCD for

the steps to follow in obtaining experimental approval from

FH\7A for evaluating a nonstandard symbol. If an agency

is considering the use of a nonstandard pavement marking

symbol, the design factors listed for sign symbols in the sec-

tion on "Design Issues" in this chapter should be consulted'

'$ilhen applying markings to a light-colored surface, such

as a Portland cement concrete roadway or pathway, it may

sometimes be advisable to use a contrast marking material in

conjuncdon with the standard marking material as permit-

ted in Section 3A.05 of the 2009 MUTCD.

Materials

Bicycle facilities are typically marked using the same ma-

terials as used for other pavement markinp, such as paint,

thermoplastic, epoxy, tape, and methyl methacrylate' Bi-

cycle tires may skid on markings when wet, so care should

be taken to minimize the use of marking materials in loca-

tions requiring higher traction' such as stopping areas and

curves (see section on slip resistance below).

Proper preparation of pavement surfaces can assist in im-

proving marking durabiliry The surface should be clean

and dry, and application temperatures should be within the

marking manufacturer's recommended specifications' On

new Portland cement coRcrete surfaces, any curing com-

pound should be removed prior to application, and primers

and sealers should be used if recommended by the manufac-

turer. (Also see Chapter 9 of this Handbook for more infor-

mation on pavement markings,)

Stip Resistance. There is a significant concern regarding the

effect of certain rypes of payemenr markings on the wet-

weather traction of bicycles" Birycle tires have a very small

area in contact with the ground at any given time, typically

on the order of only one squal'e in. (625 square mm) per

wheel. Due to this, bicycles are especially sensitive to surface

friction changes on pavement surfaces,

There are proprietary marking materials that offer very good

wet skid resistance for bicyclists and pedestrians, and are

available in a wide variery of colors, shapes, and symbols.

However, these proprietary materials may have a higher cost

as compared to other pavement marking materials.

Some agencies have reported increasing the quantity of glass

beads on the surface of pavernent markings substantially im-

proves wet-weather traction for biryclists and pedestrians.

Including high-traction additives such as sand, reinforcing fi-

bers, or other similar addidves within and on top of pavement

marking materials also can improve traction for biryclists.

Retrorefectivity. A1l pavement markings used on facilities

used by both motorized and nonmotorized traffic, such as

streets and highwaysr must be remoreflective. Markings on

facilities used at night, such as shared-use paths, should be

retroreflective. The UVC and all state laws require bicyclists

operating at nighr to use a white front headlight, and a retro-

reflective marking which will be much more visible at night

than a non-reflective marking, especially in areas with little

or no ambient lighting" Using a non-reflective marking on a

facility open at night in areas with low ambient light could

cause risk management problems, as a crash at night on such

a faciliq, could raise issues as to marking effectiveness.

The rypical method used for providing marking retroreflec-

tiviry is incorporating glass beads into the marking material,

and optionally spraying an additional layer of glass beads on

the marking surface immediately after application and prior
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to curing. If sprayed or loose glass beads are used, it may be

advisable to sweep the surface prior to reopening the faciliry

to bicycle traffic, as any unbonded beads may contribute to

Ioss of traction, even on an otherwise high-friction surface'

At the time of writing of this Handbooh, FH\(A had not

yet established fina1 values for minimum retroreflecdvity for

markings on roadways, and has indicated the minimum ret-

roreflectivity values may be waived for markings on facilities

used solely by non-motorized users, such as shared-use paths.

However, as noted above, it is advisable to provide retroreflec-

tive markings if a faciliry is open to bicycle travel at night.

Maintenance ol Markings

Although pavement marking materials will rypically last

for a long dme on birycle facilities, maintenance will sdll

be necessary. Bike lanes in areas with high volumes of turn-

ing motor vehicle traffic may see damage or obliteration of
markings at a much faster rate than in areas with little move-

ment across the markings. Pavement wear and damage can

also greatlyaffect marking durability. Markings on roads and

paths may also be subject to vandalism and graffiti.

It may be advisable for operators of bicycle facilities to pe-

riodically inspect bikeway markings during day and night

conditions and note any areas that might need maintenance

or replacement. If performing a night inspection on a shared-

use path, it may be advisable to use a bicycle equipped with

a headlight that meets the specificadons listed in state law to

veri$, markings are adequately visible.

Colored Pavements

Contrasting green-colored pavement has been used in

certain limited North American locadons within marked

bicycle lanes to denote the possible presence of bicyclists,

in shared lanes to denote a preferred position and ap-

propriate travel path for bicyclists, and in extensions of
bicycle lanes through intersections and other traffic con-

flict areas such as merge areas where turning vehicles must

cross a through bike lane.

An Interim Approval issued by FH\fA in April 2Al1 per'

mits the use of green-colored pavement' However, the

scope of this Interim Approval only encompasses the use

of green-colored pavement in a bicycle lane or conflict

area, and not in "bike boxes" or shared lanes. The use of

this treatment under the scope of the Interim Approval

requires written authorization from FH\7A in accordance

with Section 1A.10 of the 2009 MUTCD. This approval

can be requested and granted for a specific location, or for

an entire jurisdictional tea. For the use of green-colored

payement outside the scope of the Interim Approval, such

as in a travel lane shared with other trafEc, experimental

approval from FH\7A in accordance with Section 1A'10

of the 2009 MUTCD is required'

\Tithin the scope of the current Interim Approval, green-

colored pavement can be installed for the entire length

of the bike lane, or for only a portion or portions of the

bike lane, or as a rectangular background behind standard

MUTCD symbol and word markings. If used in conjunc-

tion with a pair of dotted lines, such as when extending a

bike lane across an intersection, the green-colored marking

can match the dotted line pattern, filling in the area con-

necting the opposing dotted line segments' However, the

green-colored pavement should not replace or be used in

lieu of the white lines defined in the MUTCD, as the bike

lane would then no longer comply with the Standards in

Chapter 9C of the 2009 MUTCD.

Surveys conducted in conjunction with the installation of
colored pavements indimte bicyclists have a strong belief

the addition of colored pavement will significantly improve

traffic safery and operation, and reduce conflicts. This has

been touted as an advantage of this treatment by advocates,

as it may encourage an increased mode shift toward bicycle

travel. However, the observed results of experimentation

with colored pavements on bikeways have shown, overall, a

neutral effect, with no truly significant improvements in op-

eradon or behavior attributable to the addition of color, but

conversely showing no significant degradation of behavior

or operation after addition ofcolor.

Some jurisdictions have used colors other than green for

bicycle facility pavements. Section 3A.05 of the 2009

MUTCD defines approved colors for specific uses; using

colored markings for a purpose other than specified creates

a violation of the Standards in Part 3. FH\7A strongly en-

courages that, if a color is used for a pavement on a bicycle

faciliry green be used for conformance with the Interim Ap-

proval and to ensure uniformiry. FH\7A has published color

specifications for green-colored pavement to also encourage

uniformity of application.
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Colored pavement should nev€r be used to encourage viola-

tion of rypicai right-of-way rules at intersections, as experi-

mental data shows very limited effectiveness in this treat-

ment's abiliry to make meaningful changes in conflict or

crash rates (again, presence ofa device does not equal effec-

tiveness). The effectiveness of green-colored pavement may

be maximized if the treatment is used only where road users

should ilready be expected to yield to bicyclists due to other

visual and geometric cues, such as roadway alignment, lane

continuiry, and road user conditioning and expectation'

It may be a good idea for green-colored pavement to be ret-

roreflective, unless suficient ambient illumination allows the

coloring to be adequately visible at night. Otherwise, any ad'

yantage to the colorization disappears when the colored re-

gion is indistinguishable from the rest of the paved area.

Colored payements may require additional maintenance, as

some treatments can wear away quickly with vehicle traffic.

The use of durable materials can increase useful service life,

but can incur substantially increased initial installation costs.

Consideration should also be given to selecting marking ma-

terials that will minimize loss of traction for biryclists.

DEVICES FtIR SHARED R(IADWAYS

Shared roadways make up the overwhelming majority of
mileage of road systems in the United States and elsewhere.

They include urban and rural highways, and arterial, col-

lector, and residential streets.

On all roadways open to birycle travel, agencies should set

and maintain traffic signal equipment to detect bicyclists, and

consider adjustments to signal timing as appropriate to ac-

commodate bicyclists. See a later section in this chapter deal-

ing with "Tlaffic Signals and Birycles" for more information'

Ditference Between a Shared Hoadway and a Regular Roadway

Most bicycle travel in the U.S. occurs on streets and high-

ways without bikeway designations. In some cases, an ex-

isting street system may be fully adequate for bicycle travel,

and additional signing and marking may not be necessary.

In other cases, some roads may not be under heavy demand

by bicyclists, and it may not be appropriate to designate

them as bikeways regardless of conditions.

A shared roadway is specilicallv defined as a roadway open

to both bicycle and motr:r vehicle travel. A11 roadways that

are not prohibited to bicycle travel will be used by bicyclists,

and are therefore shared roadrvays. However, not all such

roads are equal in their abiliry to accommodate bicyclists

safely and eificiently.

By signing shared loadways as designated bicycle facilides,

the agency is indicating to bicyclists rl-iese roads offer partic-

ular advantages for bicycle travel as compared to alternative

roures. They provide conrinuity to other bic,vcle facilities or

destinations, or designate prefbrred routes through high-

demand corridors. Ilorvevcr, once a ficiliry is so designated,

there will be an expectation ii'om users the agency has veri-

fied these roads are suitable as shared roadways, and will be

maintained in a manner consistent with bicyclists' needs.

Some leatures that can itnprove bicycle accommodation on

shared roadways include:

. wide curb lanes-l4 ft. 6.3 m) or greater;

. motor vehicle travel speeds generallv below 40 mph (60 km/h);

. lower traffic volumes-below 10,000 annual average dailv

traffic depending on corrfiguration; atrd

. lower percentages of heayy trucks atrd commercial vehicles.

Note a roadway may still perfi:rm adecluately as a shared road-

way even if it does not [1eet all of the above criteria. Also,

high traffic volumes or speeds should not be used as a ratio-

nale for not providing for bicycles-bicyclists will still be out

there choosing to (and most likely needing to) use that road.

If operating speeds on a roadway are higher than desired,

changing speed limits or rnaking other simple trafiic control

device-based modification.$ may not be effective in changing

travel speeds. To ellbct meaniugftrl changes in travel speeds,

the character of the r'oadwai, as perceived by the motorist

must be changed. Changes of rhis rype can include:

. changes in density atrd ollset of roadside objects such as

tlees or buildings;

. adding engineered vertical or horizontal deflections;

. varying the physicalwidrh of the roadway; and

. timing an interconnected traffic signal system to encour-

age traflic to operate x1 3 dg5irxblq: speed.
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See ITEt Aban Street Geometric Dnign Handbook and the

ITE Recommended Practice DesigningWalhable Urban Thor-

o ughfare s : A Co ntext S ens itiue Appro ac h fo r mo re i nfo rmation.

Wide Shared Lane or Bike Lane?

Research studies2o have indicated wide shared lanes (de-

fined as travel lanes with a continuous usable width of 14

ft. 14.3 m] or greater) and bike lanes both function well
ro accommodate bicyclists in terms of crash and conflict
rates and efficiency, and wide shared lanes and bike lanes

can be used to improve condidons for bicyclists. However,

stated preference surveys of bicyclists indicate bike lanes

are preferred by bicyclists, apparendy due to the idea such

designated and marked facilities establish a bicyclist's place

on the roadway. Studies have also indicated sidewalk biry-
cling can place bicyclists in severe and more unexpected

conflict with pedestrians and motor vehicles at intersec-

tions or driveways.2r The use of sidewalks by bicyclists may

be reduced when bike lanes are present.

There is also a belief that bike lanes are safer than wide curb

lanes, but research has been inconclusive; some studies show

some safety benefits from bike lanes, while others find little
difference in overall safety.

On shared roadways where bike lanes may not be appropri-

ate, such as in locations where overall roadway width does

not allow for placement of a bike lane, or where there are nu-

merous intersections, driveways, or on-sffeet parking spaces,

shared lane markings may be appropriate. See a later section

of this chapter for more information on shared lane markings.

Research oyer the past rwo decades on the perceived com-

fort level of biryclists on roadways has created models of
"bicyclist level of seryice," which take factors such as trafEc

volume, operating speed, Iane width, surface condition, and

presence or absence of a usable shoulder, bike lane, or wide

lane to predict use and comfort level of "average" biryclists

on that roadway. This has been incorporated into the 2010

edition of the Highway Capacity Manual.Howe,rer, a signifi-

cant limitation of these models is, currently, there is not an

accurate method of determining the effect of intersections

on this perceived qualiry ofservice, and a cross-section that

gives a high score assuming few or no intersections may cre-

ate problems in locations with a high number of intersec-

tions and driveways.

Bicycle Use of $hared Hoadways

Rural Highways. Rural highways are used by bicyclists for
intercity and recreational travel. In most cases, these road-

ways will not be designated as bikeways, unless they are

part of a system of signed or numbered routes.

In general, roadways that carry low volumes of traffic can

provide an enjoyable and comfortable bicycling experience,

with no need for bike lanes or any other special accommo-

dations or devices. For example, a narrow and curving ru-

ral road with low traffic volumes can be a very suitable and

popular bicycling route, and may be preferable for some bicy-

clists compared to a high-speed, high-volume highway with
good geometrics and shoulders-as long as the road serves as

a convenient through route to the desired destinations. Out-
side urban areas, these types of roads may comprise a high

percentage of popular or designated bicycle routes, and may

be appropriate for designation as a local, state-level, or U.S.

Bicycle Route. However, there are often situations where a

higher-volume or higher-speed highway serves as the most

convenient or efficient route between destinations, and bi-

cycle travel can and should be expected, even if roadway or

lane widths and conditions are not optimal for bicycle travel.

On rural highways, paved shoulders with a clear width of
4 ft. (1.2 m) or greater, or a combined width of the right

lane and shoulder of t4 ft. (4.3 m) or greater, can greatly

improve the convenience and perceived comfort of motor

vehicle and bicycle travel along such routes. See a later sec-

tion of this chapter for more information on shoulder use by

biryclists on rural highways.

Rumble strips can create problems for biryclists on rural

highway shoulders. See a later section of this chapter deal-

ing with "Devices for Shoulder Bikeways" for discussions of
rumble strips and their impact on biryclists.

Arterial Streets. Bicyclists frequently use arterial streets,

since these streets link most primary destinations for all traf-

fic, including bicyclists. In fact, due to land development

and traffic engineering practices of the past few decades, in
many locations travel between neighborhoods is possible

only on arterial streets.

If the operating speed of the street is faster than typical trav-

el by bicyclists, there are likely to be frequent overtaking ma-

neuvers by faster motor vehicles around slower bicyclists. fu
discussed earlier in the chapter, crashes involving overtaking
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vehicles striking biryclists are uncommon in urban ateas, so

even though there may be some disruption of traffic flow

the operation of bicyclists in mixed-flow traffic on arterials

is not necessafily a safety risk.

Many arterial streets have high volumes of traffic, or high

operating speeds. Provision of shared lanes wider than 14 ft.
(4.3 m), bike lanes, or paved shoulders on these routes can

significantly increase convenience for both bicyclists and

motorists. \flide shared lanes, bike lanes, or shoulders may

also decrease sidewalk use by biryclists, which can reduce

many common types of crashes and conflicts,

Lane widths can affect operation of bicyclists and other traf-

fic. This can also be affected by the prevalence of laws in

many states where a specific minimum offset distance be-

tween an overtaking motor vehicle and a birycle (typically 3

ft. or 0.9 m) is defined by statute. On streets where the curb-

side travel lane is 14 ft. (4.3 m) or wider from the lane line

to the edge of pavement (not including gutter pan), faster

traffic can overtake bicyclists within the same lane while
maintaining adequate separation beween the motor vehicle

and the bicyclist. In locations where the curbside lane width
is less than 11 ft. (3.3 m), bicyclists and motor vehicles will
usually occupy the same lane width, as the lane is perceived

as being insufficiently wide for side-by-side passing. In loca-

tions where the lane width is between 1 I and 14 ft. (3.3 and

4.3 m), the perception of "sharable" width may be ambigu-

ous, and bicyclists may ride to the extreme right of the travel

lane to politely accommodate faster raffic,

This can create two operational and safery problems. First,

the biryclist may be riding in the gutter pan, next to a verti-
cal curb, or near posts and other roadside objects, creating

the risk of a fixed-object crash. Second, this can create the

misleading impression the remaining unoccupied travel lane

width is adequate for an overtaking maneuver, resulting in

too-close passing inconsistent with good operadng proce-

dure or law, and may result in a sideswipe-rype crash if the

motorist misjudges separation distance.z2 In locations with
11 to 14 ft. (3.3 to 4.3 m) lanes, it may be advisable, based

on engineering judgment, to install additional devices, such

as shared lane markings and BICYCLES MAY USE FULL
IANE (R4-1 1) signs, or if practicable, reallocate lane widths

to reduce the ambiguity.

In congested urban areas, lane widths of 17 ft. (5'2 m) or

wider may see side-by-side motor vehicle travel in the same

iane, r,vhich may create operational problems for bicyclists

and other road users.

Some communities have designatecl collector streets that

parallel major arterials as bike routes, as bicyclists may prefer

to use those lower-volume roadwxl'5 instead of the arterial.2-r

However, bicyclists ma1. be rclrrctant to divert a significant

distance to a parallel route , If a parallel route is designated,

it may be advisable to provirle trailblazing signing fbr bi-

cyclists ro and from the par:allel route and the arterial (so

bicyclists on the arterial are aware of rhe parallel route), and

for bicyclists on the parallel route to reach and access desti-

nations on the arterial.

Collector/Residential Streets. Collector streets and local

residentiai streets q,picaily have low'er volumes and speeds

than arterial streets, and can be quite suitable for all qrpes of
bicyclists. However, these srreets n)ay not ofrer the same lev-

el ofconvenience as arterial streets due to lack ofcontinuity
and geographic restlictions. In most cases no special traffic

control devices are needed cln residential streets, except for

guide and route signing if rhe streer is part of a route net-

work, or has been designarcd as a "bicycle boulevard" (see

below). On minor collecror streets w'ith low volumes and

wider lanes, no devices may bc needed. If traffic yolumes are

higher or lanes are narrower, the use of shared lane markings

or bike lanes may be considcred if appropriate.

Bicycle Boulevards. Anothcr wpe of shared roadway that is

specifically enhanced for bicyclc travel is the bicycle boule-

vard. fhis is a residential or collector streer (or segments of
srreers comprising a continuous router) which has been mod-

ified to provide enhanced through right-of-way and travel

speeds for bic,vclists, and provide access ro local residences

and businesses, but discourage through tra{fic by motor ve-

hicles. This is typically accomplished bv lequiring moror ve-

hicles to leave the street ar ce rrain locations while permitting

bicyclists to continue unimpeded^

Man,v locai streets already have sonre of these characteris-

tics, but a bicycle boulevarcl is engineered through the use of
geometric treatments atrd rrir{trc control devices to provide:

. continuity;

. operating speeds that are very compatible with bicycle

traveli and
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. access across obstacles to through travel, such as high-vol-
ume streets and geographic barriers such as railroad lines

or canals.

Bicycle boulwards arc tTpically developed to connect two
or more destinations with high bicyclist demand, such as a

transit or rail station, college or school campus, residential

area, or commercial center. Bicycle boulevards can also be

sited parallel to a high-volume or high-speed streer or high-
way in order to provide a more comfortable or enjoyable

travel path for bicyclists along the corridor. If so, frequent
connections between the bicycle boulevard and the parallel

major street(s) should be provided to allow access to destina-

tions along that street. Note that if bicyclists view the major
street as being more convenient, they may choose to use the

higher-volume street instead of the designated faciliry.

Geometric design elements used on bicycle boulevards include:

. islands at intersections to direct moror vehicle traffic to
turn at intersections, while permitting bicyclists to con-
tinue along the route;

. curb extensions;

. median refuges at crossings of major streets;

. roundabouts (if appropriate and adequate right of way is

available);

. speed humps, speed tables, and other rraffic calming fea-

tures; or

. shared-use paths (in short segments), which may be used

to provide connections between discontinuous segments of
shared roadway, such as at a dead-end or across a waterway.

Specific design details of bicycle boulevards can be seen in
the new edition of the AASHTO Gaidt For Bicyck Farikties.

Thaffic control devices which may be used in bicyde boule-

vards include:

. bicycle route signing, used to provide continuous routing
guidance along the bicycle boulevard. This can be a num-
bered and/or named route, using M1-8, M1-Ba, D11-1,
D11-1a, or other guide signs. Bicycle-specific guide signs

as shown in Figure 9B-4 of the 2009 MUTCD may be

used to provide or supplement route guidance. If using

nonstandard signs, use standard sign colors and follow
the design guidelines in the section of this chapter dealing

with "Signing for Biryclism."

FIGUHE 14-8. Example of Bicycle Boulevard
Signing and Marking

SOURCE: Richard Moeur.

. adjusted traffic control prioriqy. Along the bicycle bou-

levard traffic controls should be adjusted to provide un-

interrupted travel for bicyclists between major streets.

This is qrpically accomplished by using either no regula-

tory control at minor intersections, or by using two-way

STOP or YIELD control on the crossing street to give

prioriry to the bicycle boulevard.

. use of shared lane markings aiong bicycle boulevards

where appropriate. Symbol, word, and arrow markings

may also be used to provide information and guidance

along the route. However, standard bike lane symbols

should not be used on a shared roadway.

. use of sandard turn lane pavement markings and signing

at mandatory rurn lanes for motor traffic.

r sometime-use of bike lanes, where the bicycle boulevard is

routed on higher-volume streets.

. use of crosswalk markings at collector and arterial streets

to denote a crossing for pedestrian and birycle travel.

. use, ifwarranted, ofactive dwices such as pedestrian hybrid
beacons or signalization. at crossings of higher-volume or

higher-speed srreers, See a later section ofthis chapter deal-

ing with "Tlaffic Signals and Bicycles" for more informa-

tion on the use ofsignals or beacons at these locations.

Wide Lanes

A wide shared lane can provide sufficient space for motor ye-

hicles to pass biryclists without needing to change lanes and

without encouraging biryclists to ride farther right than is
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reasonably practicable. A lane width of 1 4 ft. (4.3 m) is gen-

erally considered the minimum for such a shared lane. Note
this lane width typically does not include space not usable

by biryclists, such as a guffer pan. In congested urban areas

where parking is prohibited, a wide shared lane should not

exceed 17 ft. (5.2 m) in width; such a lane may be misused

by motorists as an additional travel or passing lane.

Bicycle quality-of-service assessments note wide lanes, even

where there is ample width for overtaldng, qypically score

lower and see lower bicyclist volumes than a bike lane or

paved shoulder, even where the overall width is similar. This

has been corroborated by anecdotal observations by taf-
fic professionals: \7here a wide lane was converted into a

narrow lane plus shoulder or bike lane, rider volumes were

reported to increase. However, there are situations where a

wide lane is preferable to a bike lane or shoulder from an

operations viewpoint, especially in locations with close spac-

ings or high numbers of driveways or intersections, where

channelization of bicyclists could exacerbate conflicts with
turning traffic, In these locations, the use of shared lane

markings may be beneficial in suggesting appropriate birycle

travel paths and encouraging bicyclists to use the roadway.

Narrow [anes

In locations where the outside travel lane is leos than 14 ft.
(4.3 m), there is insufficient lateral room for a biryclist and

a motor vehicle to rravel side by side in the same lane with
adequate separation distance between the two vehicles. In
this situation, the "as far right as practicable" requirement,

found in section 11-12A5@) of the UVC and the traffic
laws of most states, is waived, and bicyclists are legally

permitted to position themselves laterally on the roadway

in a manner that discourages too-close passing or being

squeezed to the curb or roadway edge by passing traffic.

However, many biryclists and other road users may not be

aware of the details of this law, and may incorrectly assume

they must always stay to the far right of the roadway.

If the roadway has low traffic volurnes, or has lower travel

speeds and multiple lanes in each direction, there may not
be any notable issues with bicyclist use of narrow travel

Ianes, and the road or street may serve bicyclists well. How-
ever, on roadways with higher traffic speeds and volumes,

Iess-confident bicyclists may not be comfonable in using the

full width of a standard narrower-width ravel lane, even

when it is lawful and in their best interest. In these locarions,

these bicyclists may choose to instead ride on the sidewalk

or an unpaved shoulder, which can gready increase their risk
of intersection, pedestrian, and fixed-object collisions.

In locations with narrow travel lanes where operational
problems (such as high incidences of sidewalk riding) have

been observed, the use of shared lane markings or BICY-
CLES MAY USE FULL LANA, (R4-11) signs may be ben-

eficial in encouraging appropriate and legal use of the lane

by bicyclists.

Shared Lane Markings

The Shared Lane Markingw*s added to the 2009 MUTCD,
and is discussed in Section 9C.07 and depicted in Figure

9C-9. Its width of 40 in. (1.0 m) is the same as the bicycle

plus rider width in AASHTO's Guid.efor the Deuehpment of
Biqtcb Facilities.Due to t}le design of earlier versions of this
marking it is widely known as a "sharrov/'; however, t}ris
Handbooh will refer to these markings by the MUTCD's
term "Shared Lane Marking" or the abbreviation "SLM"
(illustrated in Figure 14-9).

Prohibited Uses: Biqrcle Lanes and Shoulders. The 2009

MUTCD says the "Shared Lane Marking shall not be used

on shoulders or in designated bicycle lanes." Bicycle lane

markings as shown in MUTCD Figure 9C-3 are a manda-

tory Standard, and no other markings (including SLMs) are

allowed to substitute for standard symbols in bike lanes.

Motor vehicles are generally prohibited from driving on
shoulders except for breakdowns and enforcement acrions.

Howeyer, many state vehicle codes allow shoulder travel by
bicyclists in the same direction as adjacent trafic. Although
shoulders are not lanes, bicycle-permimed shoulders are some-

what similar to bicycle lanes in that only bicycle travel is al-

lowed, with the above-noted exceptions. See rhe secdon of
this chapter dealing with "Devices for Shoulder Bikeways."

Prohibited Uses: Roadways ttr(/'tth Speed Limits Above

35 mph (55 km/h), The 2009 MUTCD says the "shared

Lane Marking shouid not be placed on roadways that have

a speed limit above 35 mph." Above 35 mph (55 km/h),
the differential (closing) 6peed between a following moror-
ist and a bicycle traveling at 15 mph (24 krnlh) exceeds 20

mph (32 km/h), allowing less time and distance for smooth
deceleration and overraking maneuvers by motorists. How-
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FIGUHE 14-9. Shared Lane Marking

SOURCE: MUTCD 2009, Figure 9C-9.

ever, many highways with higher speed limits are open to
biryclists, and many of these do not have shoulders suitable

for bicycle travel. fu such, some bicyclists will use the full
width of a narrow lane on such highways to deter unsafe

passing, especially if confident of their conspicuity to mo-
torists approaching from behind.

Spacing. The 2009 MUTCD says, "If used, the Shared Lane

Marking should be placed immediately after an intersection

and spaced at intervals of not greater $an 25A feet thereaf-

ter." To reduce wear on the first marking after an intersection

or major driveway, consider locating the marking beyond the

right turn sweep of the cross street or driveway. The maxi-
mum spacingof 250 ft. (76 m) is intended to ensure bicyclists

and motorists can usually see the next marking. A spacing of
less than 25A ft. UG m) should be considered where a crest

vertical curve limits visibility of the pavement ahead. Much
closer spacing may be usefirl when a curved sequence of SLMs
is used to guide bicyclists through a conflict area that requires

turning, such as an angled railroad track crossing (see section

on Angled Railroad Crossings).

Lateral Positioning Principles. The 2009 MUTCD states

the Shared Lane Markingmay be used to:

. assist biryclists with lateral positioning in a shared lane with
on-sueet parallel parking in order to reduce the chance ofa
bicyclist striking the open door of a parked vehicle;

. assist biryclists with lateral positioning in lanes that are

roo narrow for a motor vehicle and a bicycle to ravel side

by side within the same traffic lane;

. alert road users of the lateral location bicyclists are likely
to occupy within the traveled way;

. encourage safe passing of bicyclists by motorists; and

. reduce the incidence of wrong-way birycling.

The common purpose noted for the SLM is to assist biry-
clists with lateral positioning to improve operation and safe-

ty. As does any road user familiar with roadway hazards and

traffic flow, a safety-conscious bicyclist is likely to choose a

lateral position that is neither too close to the right edge nor
too far left. Riding too far toward the right edge exposes the

bicyclist to several hazards and conflicts:

. debris along the roadway edge;

. Iongitudinal discontinuities at gutter joints;

. the opening doors ofparallel parked cars;

. parking space exiting maneuvers, including parallel, di-
agonal, and perpendicular;

. right turn movements from the left side (a.k.a. right
hooks or right-turn cutoffs) wherever right turns are made
(at cross sffeets, alleys and driveways); and

. passing on the left with inadequate lateral clearance where

there is insufficient lane width at that point or just ahead.

fuding too far to the left may encourage passing on the

bicyclist's right side where that would be inappropriate or

unsafe. These same considerations apply in mirror-image
fashion when a bicyclist uses the left-most lane of a one-way

street, as allowed Ey many state traffic laws.
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AII these hazards and conflicts apply outside of intersections;

the last two also apply within intersections. 
'STithin intersec-

tions, the use of Shared Lane Markings to provide lateral

position guidance for through biryclists may be useful, espe-

cially where there is substantial right-turn volume on entry,

substantial merging right-turn volume from the cross sueet

when leaving the intersection, and/or corner property drive-

ways just beyond the intersection. At large intersections with

simultaneous opposing left-turn movements, Shared Lane

Markings may be useful for guiding left-turning bicyclists

to stay well within their turning movement's sweep to avoid

oncoming Ieft turners while deterring passing by following

motorists. Use of the SLMs within intersections is discussed

in the section on intersection continuation.

The discussion in this section uses the "Tiavel Areas"

framework and terminology defined earlier to describe the

contexts where SLMs are applied: Mid-Block (away from

intersections), tansition and Storage (approaching inter-

sections), and Intersection (including Continuation)'

Mid-Block\Without Parking. The 2009 MUTCD says, "If
used on a street without on-street parking that has an out-

side travel lane that is less than 14 feet wide, the centers of
the Shared Lane Markings should be at least 4 feet from the

face of the curb, or from the edge of the Pavement where

rhere is no curb."

Four feet (1.2 m) is considered to provide sufficient clear-

ance from the right edge to avoid most debris and also haz-

ards such as open-bar drain grates and longitudinal ridges

along gutter joints. However, when the lane is too narrow

to share, aligning the markings at this minimurn offset may

not deter unsafe passing on the left. Close passing can in-

timidate biryclists into riding too far to the right, and mo-

torists executing a close pass somedmes move back to the

right too early if oncoming traffic aPPears.

The bicyclist's lateral position should clearly indicate to fol-

Iowing motorists whether passing is encouraged' To support

this, some agencies increase the minirnum right-side offset

of the Shared Lane Marking when used in narrow lanes; for

example, Florida DOT uses 5.5 ft, (1'7 m) for lanes nar-

,o*.i thro t3 ft. (4-O m). Another approach is to center the

marking in a lane that is too narrow to share' This clearly

indicates a bicyclist is allowed full use of a narrow lane, and

is likely to produce more consistent oYertaking behavior,

encouraging full lane changes into the adjacent travel lane

TABLE 14-4, Sugge$ted $hared Lane Marking

Offset Where On'$treet Parking ls Prohibited

SOURCE: lohn Ciccarelli,

on a multiJane sueet, or crossing the centerline when an

adequate gap is obtained on a street witi only one lane in

the bicyclist's travel direcdon. The offsets in Thble l4'4 are

required to center the marhing in a narrow outside lane'

Mid-Block lufith Paraflel Parking. As it does for fie no-

parking context, 2009 MUTCD establishes a minimum

right-side offset for the Shared Lane Marking when used with

parallel parking, but does not provide guidance for aligning

the marking farther to the left based on usable lane width.

Regarding the right-side minimum offset, the MUTCD says,

"If used in a shared lane with on-smeet parallel parking, Shared

Lane Markings should be placed so that the centers of the

markings are at least 11 feet from the foce of the curb, or from

rhe edge of pavement where there is no curb." The rationale

is to guide the biryclist to avoid the zone where the street-side

doors of parked cars may open. The 11 ft. (3.3 m) minimum

is based in part on the key experimental study documented in

"San Francisco's Shared tane Pavernent Markings: Improving

Birycle Safety."za Field observations found an 85th percentile

value of 9.5 ft. Q.9 m). The 11 ft' (3,3 m) minimum was

computed by adding a 6 in, (150 mm) shy distance to the bi-

rycle's handlebar end, and half the width of a common 24 in.

(0.6 m) handlebar of an upright or "mountairi' type bicycle.

However, the 11 ft. (3.3 m) minimum is inadequate. For the

foliowing reasons, a minimum of 13 ft. (3.9 m; should be

considered in locations adjacent to parallel parking:

7.0 ft. (2,1 m)14.0 ft. (a.3 m)

6,75 ft. (2.1 m)13.5 ft. 1+.t m)

6.5 ft. (2.0 m)13.0 ft. (4.0 m)

6.25 ft. (1,9 m)12.5 ft. (3.8 m)

6.0 ft. (1.8 m)12.0 ft, (3.6 m)

S.75 ft. 1t.e m)1 1.b ft. (3.S m)

5.5 ft. (1.7 m)1 1.0 ft. 1s.e m)

5.25 ft. (1.6 m)10.5 ft, 1s.Z m)

5,0 ft. (1.5 m)10.0 ft. 1s.o m)
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. The 85th percendle technique is rypically used for setting

speed limits, but exceeding the speed limit by a modest

arnount does not usually cause a fatality or serious injury,

whereas a door strike can result in serious injury due to

the biryclist being thrown into adjacent traffic-even if
only the handlebar end hits the door. In the context of

door extent, an B5th percentile value of 9.5 ft. Q9 m)

means roughly one in six car doors extend farther than

this when opened. This means on a single block with 18

parallel parking spaces, the doors of three vehicles could

possibly exceed this disunce if opened. At the least, a

higher percentile value should arguably be used as a basis

for a minimum marking offset'

. The combined vehicle width and door extent of large

SUVs and certain other two-door vehicles can be nearly

10 ft. (3.0 m). One common example is a popular, cur-

rent-model SLIV that is 6.6 ft. (2'0 m) wide with a 3 ft'
(0.9 m) door extent. Many narrower vehicles, especially

two-door coupes, also have rather long doors. Adding a

1 ft. (0.3 m) space from the curb gives 10.6 ft. (3.2 m1'

Adding a 5 in. (150 mm) shy distance and 20 in. (0'4 rn)

Shared Lane Marking half-width would place the mark-

ingt center ar72.6 ft. (3.8 m) from curb face.

. At a rypical on-srreer bicyclist speed of I5 mph (24kmlh),

providing only 6 in. (i50 mm) of shy distance may not be

adequate to avoid a collision, given normal variances in a

bicyclist's travel path.

. The 40 in. (1.0 m) width of the Shared Lane Marking

is based on the minimum essential operating space of a

bicycle plus rider depicted in Figure I of the 1999 edition

of the AASHTO Gui'dc for the Deueloprnent of Bicycle Fa'

ciliti.es. However, that same section states, "[w]here motor

raffic volumes, motor vehicle or biryclist speed, and the

mix of bus and truck traffic increase, a more comfortable

operating space of 1.5 m (5 ft') or more is desirable"'

. Centering the marking at 11 ft. (3.3 m) from curb face or

pavement edge places it in the right wheel track for motor

vehicles, which can substantially decrease its service life'

Aligning the marking 13 ft. (4.3 m) or greater from curb

face or pavement edge generally places it to the left of the

right wheel track.

However, one intended function of the Shared Lane Mark-

ing is to deter passing on the left with inadequate clearance

where there is insufficient lane width at that point or just

TABTE 14-5. Suggested Shared Lane Marking

Offset Adjacent to On-Street Parallel Parking

SOURCE: John Ciccarelli.

ahead. If the usable lane width (after subtracting the unsafe

door zone and door shy distance) is less than 14 ft. (4.3 m),

a Shared Lane Marking positioned at the right-side mini-

mum may not deter unsafe passing. Table 14'5lists the curb

offset for centering the SLM within the usable lane width,

based on an unusable width of 11 ft. (3.3 m).

Mid-Block With Diagonal and Perpendicular Parking'

The MUTCD provides curb/edge offset minimums only for

the no parking and parallel parking conditions' It does not

prohibit the use of the Shared Lane Marking along diagonal

or perpendicular parking. In such areas the marking should

be placed far enough from the curb to provide ample time

for a bicyclist to respond to a back-out maneuYer by decel-

erating or maneuyering into a line of travel further from the

parked cars. The concePt of effective (safe operating) lane

width applies here too, and if the effective lane width is un-

der 74 ft. (4.3 m) the marking should be centered within the

effective lane width.

Reverse-angle parking, also known as back-in diagonal park-

ing, is considered safer for bicyclists than head-in diagonal

Physical lane
width

(parallel parking)

Usable lane width
(subtracting 11

ft. (3.3 m) unsafe
riding area)

Curb offset to
center of SLM

centered in
usable lane width

24.5 ft. (75 m) 13.5 ft. (4.1 m) 17.75 ft. (5.a m)

24.0 ft. (7.3 m) 13.0 ft, (4.0 m) 17.5 ft. (5.3 m)

23.5 ft. (7.2 m) 12.5ft. (3.8 m) 17.25 fl. (5.3 m)

23,0 ft. (7.0 m) 12.0 ft. (3.6 m) 17,0 ft. (5.2 m)

22.5 ft. (6.3 m) 1 1.5 ft. (3.5 m) 1 6.75 ft. (5.1 m)

22,0 ft. (6.7 m) 1 1.0 ft. (3.3 m) 16.5 ft, (5.0 m)

21.5 ft, (6.6 m) 10.5 ft. (3.2 m) 16.25 ft. (5.0 m)

21.0 ft. (6.a m) 10.0 ft. (3.0 m) 16.0 ft. (a.e m)

20.5 ft, 10.S m) 9.5 ft. (2.9 m) 15.75 ft. (4.8 m)

20.0 ft. (6.1 m) 9.0 ft. (2.7 m) 15.5 ft. @.7 n)

19.5 ft. 1s.o m) 8.5 ft. (2.6 m) 15.25 ft. @.7 n)

19.0 ft. (5.8 m) 8.0 ft. (2.4 m) 15.0 ft. (4.6 m)

18.5 ft. (5.6 m) 75 ft. (2 3 m) 14.75 ft. (4.5 m)

18.0 ft. (5.5 m) 7.0 ft. (2.1 m) 14.5 ft, (a.4 m)
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FI0URE 14-10. Example of Shared Lane Markings
at a Right Turn Only Lane

FIGURE 14-11. Example of Shared Lane Markings
at a Parking Lane lnto a Right Turn Only Lane

SOURCE: John Ciccarelli.

parking because motorists pull forward to exit and can see

approaching bicyclists over the hoods ofparked vehicles to
their left. See a later section of this chapter on "Bike Lanes

and Parking" for a related discussion of Bike Lanes and

Reverse-Angle Parking.

Intersections. Shared Lane Markings can provide use-

ful guidance and information for bicyclists and motorists
approaching, traversing, and departing intersections. The

2009 MUTCD does not provide guidance for these con-
texts other than the minimum curb offsets discussed earlier.

Approaching Intersections. Shared Lane Markings can be

useful within the transition and storage zones on an inter-

FIGURE 14-12. Example of Shared Lane Markings
in a Right Turn Only Lane

SOURCE: John Ciccarelli.

section approach. As discussed later in this section, the tran-
sition zone is where roadway user$ rnove laterally, if neces-

sary, to prepare to enter the srOrage lane or space for their
intended through or turning rnovernenr, The storage zone

is the final approach to the inrer$ecrion; lateral movemenrs

should have occurred in the transition zone.

SLMs can be useful in several situations where through bicy-
clists approach intersections (Figures 14-10 through 14-13):

. approaches without a righr turn only lane, where the mid-
block segment has no bike lane;

. approaches without a right turn only lane, where the mid-
block segment has a bike lanei

FIGURE 14-13, Example of Shared Lane Markings
on a Street With and Without On-street Parking

SOURCE: John Ciccarelli, SOURCE: lohn Ciccarelli,
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. a through bicycle lane located to the left of a right turn

only lane; and

. a through lane to the left of a right turn only lane with no

dedicated through bike lane.

in all of these scenarios the objective for use of markings is

to guide bicyclists to a storage/entry line oftravel that deters

or eliminates the possibility of motorist right turns from the

bicyclistt left side (a.k.a. Right Hook and fught Turn Cut-

oft). \(here a bicycle waiting area is defined in the storage

zone, whether as a-n exclusive birycle lane or a "combina-

tion'birycle lane overlaid on the inside edge of a right turn

lane, SLMs (if used) should guide the through bicyclist to-

ward that area. \fhere there is no delineated bicycle waiting

area, the storage zone serves both the through and right turn

movements, and SLMs should guide the through bicyclist

into a line of travel that occupies enough of the lane or area

to deter the right turn conflict.

1. No Ri.gt?r Turn Only Lane, No Mid-Block Bike Lane' Most

simple intersection approaches have neither a right

turn only lane nor a mid-block bike lane. Placing an

SLM in a right-turn-deterring position several feet be-

fore the crosswalk or stop line can encourage biryclists

to not condnue into the intersection along the curb, a

behavior that facilitates right-hook conflicts. At simple

intersections with longer transition and storage zones,

several additional SLMs can lead biryclists to the con-

flict-deterring line of travel.

2. No Ri.ght Turn Only Lane, Mid-Bloch Bike Lane. Many

simple intersection approaches have birycle lanes but

no right turn only lane. MUTCD practice has been to

continue the bicycle lane line up to the crosswalk or

stop line. At intersections where right turns are permit-

ted, the birycle lane line is typically dotted for some

distance in the transition and storage zones to inform

through biryclists of the right turn conflict and to re-

mind right-turning motorists to merge toward the

outside edge in states where that is required' However,

continuing the birycle lane line through the transition

and storage zones at the same curb offset as used in the

mid-block zone-even if the line is dotted-guides bi-

cyclists una\Mare of the right turn conflict squarely into

a curbside storage/entry position that does not deter it'

In this situation, it may improve safety to replace the

bicycle lane line in the storage area with one or more

SLMs aligned at a curb offset chosen to deter the right

turn confict. Bicycle guidance markings in the tran-

sition area could be omitted, or SLMs could guide

through bicyclists from the end of the mid-block bike

lane to the right-turn-deterring storage position.

Vtren deciding whether to place SLMs in the transition

zone, one consideradon is the lateral shift, if any, between

the bicyclistt curb offset in the mid-block bike lane rel-

ative to the bicyclist's line of travel in the storage zone

ahead. Ifa substantial lateral shift is required in the transi

don zone, some agencies prefer to omit bicyclist guidance

there to encourage biryclists to scan for gaps and move

left at a location depending on traffic at that moment. If,

howwer, the bicyclist's line of travel through the transi-

don zone is either straight ahead or requires only a small

Iateral shift, placing SLMs thorough the transition zone

mainly informs motorists that biryclists will be continu-

ing forward to the storage area' One situation requiring

only a small lateral shift is when dre mid-block bicycle

lane is to the left of parallel parking'

Tltrough bi.cycle lane to the lefi of right turn oruly lane.

At an intersection with one or more exclusive right turn

only lanes and with no through-and-right opdon lane

to their left, a through bicycle lane can be placed in the

storage zone without conflict because the through bicy-

clists are properly positioned on the "slow" side of the

through lane(s). Although this configuration is rypically
used when the mid-block zone has a bicycle lane, the

MUTCD does not prohibit the use of a storage zone

bicycle lane where there is no birycle lane at mid-block.

In this situation, if there is a mid-block birycle lane and

its curb offset is equal or similar to the storage zone biry-

cle lane ahead, biryclists require little or no lateral shift

within the transition zone, and a dashed bicycle lane is

typically used to guide bicyclists through the transition

zone. If, however, a substantial lateral shift is required

between a mid-block curbside bicycle lane and a storage

zone bicycle lane placed to the left of one or more right

turn only lanes, placing Shared Lane Markings through

the transition zone instead of a dotted bicycle lane may

encourage bicyclists to scan and not to assume the dot-

ted lines ensure their safery while shifting to the left.

3.
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4.

If the mid-block zone has no birycle lane, Shared

Lane Markings through the transition zone can guide

through bicyclists from their mid-block line of travel

(which depends on the effective lane width there) to the

storage zone bicycle lane.

Through lane to the bfi ofa right turn on$t lane witlt no dcdi'

cated through bike lane. At an intersection with a through-

only lane to the left of one or more exclusive right turn

only lanes, but without sufficient total width to create

a through bike lane, SLMs in the storage zone can help

to encourage through bicyclists to avoid conflicts with
right-turning traffic, and SLMs in the transition zone can

guide through bicyclists to this lateral position.

The most straightforward SLM placement in the stor-

age zone is in the right-most through lane, centered in

the lane if it is too narrow to share, or in a right-side

sharing position if the lane is wide enough to share, i.e.,

14 ft. (4.3 m) or greater.

An alternative placement is along rhe left portion of the

Ieft-most right turn only lane. This could be considered

when motor vehicle speed or volume in the right-most

through lane deters bicyclists frorn merging into that

lane through the storage zone, or when the biryclist is

approaching a developed right turn lane from a shoul-

der bikeway-a common situadon on rural highways.

The use of the SLM in this context is allowed by

FH\7A per the agency's MUTCD adoption status web-

page for bicycle and pedestrian traffic control devices

(www. fhwa. dot. gov/environment/bikeped/mutcd-
bike.htm). As of December 2011 that webpage has the

following entry:

Description
ol Bicycle
Facilities

Status in the
FllWNs Manual
on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices
(MUTCD)

Are FHWA
Experiments in
Progress?

Shared bike
lanes and right
iurn lanes

Can be implemented
at present time
if Shared Lane
Markings are used,
but currently is
experimental if any
other pavement
markings are used

Yes

Because this treatment gLricles through bicyclists to the

left of right-turning tmffic:rnd to the right of other (po-

tentially faster) through traltrc, it conforms to the basic

principle of "destination positioning" on an intersection

approach. Horvever, some states might need to change

their traffic laws to allow a bicyclist to proceed straight
into an intersection lrom a right turn lane, if they im-
plement this treatment,

NOTE: In 1998, an FFI\X,A study conducted in Eu-

gene, Oregon evaluated a dashed through bic1,c1e lane

overlaid on tl-re left side of a right turn only lane ("Com-

bined Bicycle Lane/Right firrn Lane";.'i The report
indicated rhe trearmenr llnctioned well at the study
intersection. fhe trearmenr appeared in rhe 1995 Or-
egon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan but the Oregon Tiaffic
Control Devices Cjommittee subsequently declined to

approve it for inclusion in the Oregon Suppiement to

the MUTCD. This rreatment is not compliant with rhe

2009 MUTCD if the bic.vclist and right-turning mo-

torist must share rhe same space, As of December 2011

an FH\7A-sanctioned expetiment was in progress.

Traversing Intersections. Shared [,ane Markings can be

useful to provide guidance fur bicy'clisrs continuing througl-r

intersections, to minimize confllcts specific ro enrering,

traversing, and leaving the intersection (in the Tlavel Areas

framework, the "Entry," "Micldle," and "Exiting" areas) and

also to prepare for conditions just be-l'ond the intersection
(the "Block: Corner" rravel area in the framework).

The MUTCD does not curuenrly address the use of Shared

Lane Markings rvithin intersecrions, but does not prohibit
this application. As with the markings' use outside inrer-

sections, the objectives ar( to alert road users of the lateral

location bicyclists are likeli, to occup)', and to encourage bi-
cyclists to Llse a line of travel that minimizes conficts and

deters unsafe passing.

Section 38.08 of the 2009 N{UTCD allows the use of ed-

geline, lane line, and centerline extensions rhrough intersec-

tions and interchanges "[w]here highway design or reduced

visibility conditions rnake it desirable to provide control or
to guide vehicles through an intersection or interchange,

such as at olfset, skewed, complex, r:r multi-legged intersec-

tions, on curved roaclways, rvhere mr-rltiple rurn lanes are

used, or where offset left tr-rrn lanes might cause driver con-
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fusion...." Dotted lines are typically used, with solid lines

permitted "ffihere greater restriction is required'"

\Tithin intersections, the use of Shared Lane Markings

to provide lateral position guidance for through bicyclists

may be valuable especially where there is substantial right-

turn volume on entry and/or corner proPerqF driveways

just beyond the intersection (see section on Intersection

Departure below). In these situations a biryclist's line of
travel, roughly centered within the prolongation of the

right-most through lane through the intersection, can de-

ter right turn movements from their left side (a'k.a. right

hooks or right-turn cutoffs)'

Often the physical or effective width of the outer through

lane on the intersection approach and/or just beyond the

intersection is too narrow for safe passing. Even ifthe inter-

sectiont curb returns provide a wider usable through lane

prolongation through the intersection, a bicyclist must pre-

pare to deter passing immediately after leaving the inter-

section. Bicyclist safeqy is enhanced by following a line of

travel within the intersection that sets up the lateral position

needed upon leaving the intersection.

Some inexperienced bicyclists also ride through intersections

in the marked crosswalk of the cross street, in the mistaken

belief riding in this marked area enhances their visibility and

reduces their risk. In reality, riding through the crosswalk

places the bicyclist squarely within the right turn conflict

areas when entering and leaving the intersection. The use of
bicycle continuation markings such as Shared Lane Mark-

ings may tend to reduce crosswalk-riding behavior and thus

improve safery. This has not been tested by research.

At large intersections with simultaneous opposing left turn

movements, Shared Lane Markings may be useful for guid-

ing left-turning bicyclists to stay well within their turning

movement's sweeP to avoid oncoming left turners while de-

terring passing by following motorists.

The New York City Department of Transportation (NYC-

DOT) uses dotted lines, optionally with the SLM chevron,

to guide biryclists through intersections (shown in Figure

l4-t4). Theatments are selected based on turning confict

volume.26

Leaving Intersecdons. High-activiry retail uses such as cof-

fee shops, convenience stores, and gas stations are often 1o-

FI0URE 14-14. NYCDOT
Typical Markings

Highway Design

STREETS WIT}I TWO.WAY BICYCLE LANE DIRECTIONS

WITH TLIRN]NG CONFLICT

WITHCROSSWALKS NOCROSSWALKS

cltffioNs xusr
8a INST LLED rN
TXE HLODLE OF.I}IE 

MOVING
L.AIIE NO CLOSE
IO CROSSTVIKS

Hr-$2 BlXf tNlERSEClloN
MRKTNOS Cri€vnONS MTH
4" WHITE PEG-A-TPJKS

CffiOS MLE?
BE ]NSTAILED IN.TH! 

IJIDDLE OT
MtrX6 NE AXO
rs', TO 20' rROM
AOiH SIDES

SOURCE: New York Ciry Deparment of tansportation, excerpt from

Drawing TBI-1.

cated at intersection corners to attract motorist customers'

These corner land uses often have one or more driveways

near the corner. Many through motorists traversing an in-

tersection will turn right into these driveways immediately

upon leaving the intersection, creating right turn conflicts

with through bicyclists who traverse the intersection on a

parallel line of travel to their right, or who return to the

curb immediately upon leaving the intersection. A curbside

birycle lane drat begins just after the intersection can exac-

erbate this conflict.

Placing Shared Lane Markings in a right-turn-deterring po-

sition through this corner proPerry right turn conflict area

may encourage throu$h bicyclists to ride away from the curb

and deter the conflicting turns. Placing SLMs within the

intersection on a line of ravel that sets up such a deterring

position beyond the intersection may also be valuable-see

Intersection Continuation above.

Angled Railroad Crossings. Railroad tracks angled sub-

stantially from the transverse direction can guide a bicyclet

front wheel either by causing it to slip along the metal rail

or by trapping it in the flangeway gap, causing a sudden fall

from which it is almost impossible to recover' As shown in

Figure 14-15, angled tracks may be oriented "near-right to

far-left" or "near-left to far-right'" In the first case the bicy-

clist must occupy the lane before crossing to deter passing

while crossing. In the second case the bicyclist will occupy

the lane after crossing.
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FIGURE 14-15. Recommended Bicyclist Travel

Path Crossing Angled Railroad Tracks

SOURCE: John Ciccarelli.SOURCE: John Ciccarelli. SOURCE: Stephen M, Ciccarelli.
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At either type of angled crossing. Snarcd Lane \'larkings ca:.

be used to guide biqciists ro cross the tracks ar a more per-

pendicular angle than the roadway alignment. At a "near-

right to farJeft" angled crossing, Shared Lane Markings can

be used to guide bicyciists ro approach in a lateral position
that deters passing. At ;r "near-left to flr-right" angled cross-

ing Shared l.ane Markings can be used to inform roadwar-

users bicyclists r,vill occup-y rhe Iane after crossing.

Shared Lane Markings used ro guide bicy'clists through such

maneuvers should be closel,v spaced to make the rurninq
movements apparerlt. "Ile a[gnment of markings should

re{lect actual bicycle nlovements and speeds while execut-

ing the maneuvers. Figure l4- 16 shows a nonstandard treat-

ment using Shared Lane Marking elements. At this writing
such usage would be experintenral.

\(rhere right of way is avlilable, agencies should consider

widening the shoulder in the vicinity of the railroad cross-

ing to eliminare rhe need filr bicyclists ro move leftward into
the lane before or alter the crossing^ If this is done, bicyclist
guidance is usually provided b), curving the edgeline or bike
lane if one is provided.

tansitions and Continuiry. As cross sections change along

a roadway where Sliared l,ane Markings are used, the line
or curve described by successive markings should indicare a

reasonable bic,vclist line of travel, w'ithout abrupt jumps in
lateral ofrset, as for ex;rmple where prrrallel parking begins

and ends. Exceptions to this general principle include SLMs

FIGURE 14-16. Elements of $hared Lane Markings at

Angled Rail Crossing ($eattle, Washington)



used to guide bicyclists through curving maneuvers, such as

required to cross angled railroad tracks as discussed above.

0hstruction and 0rainage Grate Markings

Drainage openings in the roadway surface, especially ones

using bar-type grates with openings parallel to the curb,

can be problematic for bicyclists. Some grates have spaces

between the bars or gaps between the frame and body of
the grate that are wider than bicycle tires. These grates can

cause a biryclet front wheel to suddenly drop into the grate

or be diverted from the bicycle's travel path, causing a se-

vere crash. Other surface imperfections, such as slots be-

tween pavement slabs wide enough to allow a birycle wheel

to drop in and be trapped, or sudden vertical bumps from

utility covers or plates, can also cause crashes.

The optimal soludon to the problem of drainage grates and

other similar roadway imperfections is to remove or modify
them so they are no longer within the travel path of biry-
clists, or no longer allow a wheel to drop in or be diverted.

Many standard parallel-bar grates can be replaced with curb

inlets, or with grates that will not allow bicycle wheels to

drop in, yet still offer good hydraulic efficiency. If a grate or

other obstruction cannot be replaced or modified, pavement

markings as described and shown in Section 9C.05 and Fig-

ure 9C-B of the 2009 MUTCD may be used.

$igning of Shared Roadways

In general, no special signing is needed for bicycle travel on

shared roadways, unless the agency chooses to identify the

roadway as a designated bikeway by installing bike route

signs or route signs. As on all other roads, bicyclists will be

guided and governed by the same traffic control devices as

other road users. However, it may be beneficial to provide

additional birycle-specific route guidance as described in an

earlier section of this chapter. Other signs that may be usefirl

on shared roadways are Bicycle 
'Wrong'Way 

sign assemblies

facing wrong-way traffic and shared lane markings. \711-1
Bicycle \(arning signs should not generaily be used in con-

junction with on-street bicycle facilities, since travel along

such bikeways does not typicallypresent any special hazatds.

Share The Road Signs.In 1997, FH\7A added the Share

the Road sign assembly to the MUTCD. This is comprised

of a \711 series mode warning sign with a SHARE THE
ROAD Nfl6-1P) plaque immediately below the \711 sign.

This was intended to serve a variery of modes, including

farm equipment, horse-drawn conveyances, and bicyclists,

and to conyey a message of cooperative use of the street,

road, or highway.

However, since its introduction, there have been significant

problems reported with the application and the results of the

SHARE THE ROAD sign assembly. In some areas, agen-

cies did not use a standard \f11-1 birycle symbol sign, but

instead used signs with multiple symbols, most frequendy a

combination of an end-on motorvehicle and bicycle (neither

of which are FH\7A-approved symbols for this application)

traveling side by side. This has been interpreted by road users

as indicating bicyclists must always ride to the right of motor-

ized traffic, even in areas where lane or roadway widths are

too narrow for side-by-side operation. In other areas, agencies

combined a number of travel mode symbols on a single sign

panel, which resulted in much greater difficulty in discern-

ing each symbol and the combination of symbols at roadway

speeds, and also resulted in viewers interpreting the symbols

in unexpected ways; i.e., reading reladve positions of the sym-

bols as being a significant part of the sign message. Agencies

that followed the MUTCD guidelines and used a standard

\f11-1 sign as part of the SHARE THE ROAD assembly

received reports of problems in that "share" is interpreted dif-

ferently by different classes of users. For example, in a narrow

travel lane, bicyclists occupying the center of the travel lane

are, in their interpretation "sharing" correcdy, as they are us-

ing the same roadway as other traffic in a cooPerative man-

ner. However, some motorists interpreted "share" as meaning

slower bicyclists have an obligation to move out of the way

of faster traffic, because otherwise the biryclists arerit "shar-

ing"-11r., are hogging the available roadway width.

Due to numerous reported problems with the SHARETHE
ROAD sign assembly, other devices that can deliver a much

more specific message to road users on lane use have been

developed, including the'shared lane marking and the Bi-

cycles MAY USE FULL LANE (R4-11) sign (see below).

Bicycles MAY USE FULL I-{NE (R4-11) Sigu. Section

tt-1205(a) of the [fVC and the traffic laws of nearly all

states note slower-moving bicyclists should stay to the far

right of the roadway, but create a specific exemption to this

rule where the width of a roadway or travel lane does not al-

low for operation of a bicycle and motor vehicle side by side

with adequate lateral separation. Unfortunately, many road
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FIGURE 14-17. Example of Bicycle MAY USE
FULL LANE (R4-11) Sign (Tampa, Florida)

users are nor aware of this important exception written into
the law To help in these locations, the Bicycles MAY USE
FULL LANE (R4-11) sign has been added to the MUTCD.
This sign may be used where appropriate ro convey to road
users a clear message bicyclists may legally choose ro use as

much of the lane width as needed for safe and convenient
operation, and are not compelled to stay to rhe far right.

The R4-11 sign is nor a cure-all for operational issues aris-
ing from bicyclist operation in narrower lanes. In many
cities, many or nearly all streets are potential candidates
for this sign, and any affempr ro posr all potential loca-
tions would result in significanr sign clutter. Therefore,
judgment should be used in determining the most effectiye
use of this sign. One method is to base use of the sign on
lane width and volume of bicycle traffic, with criteria set

by the agency, as appropriate. Anorher method is to install
the signs where reporrs have been confirmed of conficts or
operational issues berureen bicyclisrs and other road users
in locations with narrower lanes.

Although the Birycles MAY USE FULL L{NE sign and
shared lane markings are used in similar locations and con,
vey a generally similar message, the two devices are distinct
and separate parrs of a well-prepared traffic engineer's tool-
box. The two devices can be used together, but this is not
required. The R4- 1 1 sign does nor conyey as specific a lat-
eral positioning message as a shared lane marking, but may
haye a lower operational and life-rycle cosr. The R4-11 sign
may be used on roadways wirh a wide range of travel speeds.

And the R4-11 sign can also be used in locations where it is
infeasible or inappropriate to insrall shared lane markings.

Other Signs. Other signs as nored in previous sections of
this chapter may be used on shared roadways as appropri-
ate based on engineering judgmenr and MUTCD Standards
and Guidance.

DEVICES F(lH SHIIULIIHR AITEWAYS

Shoulder Use by Bicyclists

Most state traffic codes permit, but do not require, bicy-
clists to use shoulders. Bicyclisrs can reasonably be expected
to use shoulders when provided, bur only if such shoulders
are suitable for bicycle travel. There are a number of situa-
tions where shoulder use may be advantageous, such as on
high-speed highways, roads wirh heavy truck traffic, and
rural roadways with nurnerou$ curves or limited sight dis-
tance. Shoulders may nor be appropriate for bicycle travel
in locarions widr numerous intersecdons and right turn
lanes, or on roadways with shoulders thar have a usable
width too narrow for bicycie mavel, Shoulders also tend to
accumulate debris that can be inconvenient or problematic
for bicycle ffavel, so it is advisable to periodically sweep
or clean shoulders frequendy used by bicyclists, or are in
locations where shoulder use may be required by law or ad-
ministrative resolution, such as on freeways or expressways.

Bicycle 0peration 0n Rural Highways

Bicyclists use all roadways legally open to bicycles, includ-
ing rural highways. Often a rural highway is the only prac-
tical route between rown$. The following issues are relevant
to birycle operation on rural highways issues, with implica-
tions for tra-fHc control devices.

Operating'$7idth. Paved shoulders with a clear widrh greater
than 4 ft. (1.2 m), or a combined widrh of the right lane and
shoulder (if no rumble strips are present) of 14 ft. (4.3 m) or
greater, can gready improve the convenience and perceived
comfort of moror vehicle and birycle travel on rural high-
ways. However, roadways with low maffic volumes can serve
bicycle travel acceptably even if shoulder width is less than 4
ft, (1.2 m). On higher-volume roadways, shoulder widths of
1.5 ta 3.5 ft. (0.5 to 1, I m) can creare a perception the shoul-
der is sufficiendy wide for use by biryclists, when in fact the
shoulder is actually too narfow for effective or conrinuous use

SOURCE: Jennifer Banlett, Sprinkle Consulting,
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